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Canes rookie Seth Jarvis on going home to Winnipeg, and a ‘Fishy’ living arrangement 

By Chip Alexander 

Seth Jarvis has a problem, and hopes he can solve it. 

The Carolina Hurricanes’ rookie forward is from Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. The Canes play in Winnipeg on Tuesday to open 
a five-game road trip, and Jarvis has a few family and friends 
who would like to be at the game. 

OK, maybe more than a few. 

“I’ve got to get about 22 tickets, and then I think have about 
15 other people who just bought their own,” he said Monday. 

And how hard will it be to secure 22 extra tickets to the 
Canada Life Centre, the smallest arena in the NHL? 

“It’s going to be really tough, I think,” Jarvis said, breaking 
into a smile. “I don’t know my credit card limit but ... “ 

Odds are, Jarvis will get everybody in. He has proven to be a 
can-do guy this season, making the Canes’ roster out of 
training camp and now playing 16 games, the 19-year-old 
displaying a pretty complete game enhanced by his speed 
and skill. 

Until Jarvis had played his 10th game in the NHL, activating 
the first year of his entry-level contract with Carolina, the 
guesswork was whether he’d stay up in the NHL or be sent 
back to his junior hockey team, the Portland Winterhawks of 
the Western Hockey League. That bridge now crossed, 
Jarvis has become a top-six forward for Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour, with four goals and five assists. 

“The comfort level is a lot higher,” Jarvis said. “I really feel 
settled in, especially away from the rink. Before, I never 
really unpacked my suitcase. Now, I’m living with ‘Fishy’ so 
I’ve got a place to call home a little bit.” 

That would be center Sebastian Aho, who the players call 
“Fishy,” a derivative of the “Seabass” nickname he was once 
given. Aho owns a house in North Raleigh and has taken in 
Jarvis as a rent-free roomie. 

“Aho is my billet family,” Jarvis said. “It’s been fun. It’s really 
cool.” 

Jarvis said he helped Aho set up the Christmas tree. He’s 
brought in dinner a few times. He keeps his living space 
clean. He’s a good guest. 

“He keeps a really clean house, which I’m kind of surprised,” 
Jarvis said. 

There are challenges, however. Aho is Finnish. Also known 
to drop by are teammates Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Teuvo 

Teravainen, both Finnish. In a Finnish setting, Finnish is 
spoken. 

“I’ve been Google translating Finnish,” Jarvis said. 

Jarvis said Kotkaniemi brought over an Xbox, but that 
everything is written in Finnish, meaning Jarvis has to keep 
his phone close by to quickly Google some Finnish-to-
English translations. Jarvis is the outlier. 

“I’m working through it,” he said. 

Jarvis was nine years old when the Atlanta Thrashers 
relocated to Winnipeg in 2011 and the Jets were reborn. 
Some of his best hockey memories have been Jets playoff 
games and watching Winnipeg’s Nikolaj Ehlers, another 
speedy forward whose playing style Jarvis has emulated a 
bit. 

“I definitely had a lot of heroes on that team growing up,” 
Jarvis said. 

Canes without Pesce, DeAngelo 

The Canes (16-6-1) ended a three-game losing streak 
Saturday with a 6-2 beating of the Buffalo Sabres at PNC 
Arena. It’s back on the road for five games, a trip that will 
start without defensemen Brett Pesce and Tony DeAngelo, 
who are still in COVID-19 protocol and not with the team. 
They could rejoin the team at Minnesota on Dec. 14 if they 
are cleared and ready to return to the lineup. 

The Canes had a few players who were not feeling well but 
played Saturday and Brind’Amour said, “It was good to get 
through that one.” 

▪ Everyone was on the ice Monday at practice at Wake 
Competition Center, including forward Andrei Svechnikov, 
who was a late scratch against the Sabres with an upper-
body issue. 

▪ Forward Jordan Martinook will not make the trip, 
Brind’Amour said. Martinook left the Ottawa game last 
Thursday with an ankle injury that Brind’Amour said “is not 
serious but just needs time.” 

▪ Jarvis was the last player off the ice Monday after practice, 
staying to collect pucks in a bucket. He is, after all, still a 
rookie, with duties to perform. 

Carolina Hurricanes at Winnipeg Jets 

When: Tuesday, 8 p.m. (ET), 

Where: Canada Life Centre, Winnipeg. 

TV/Radio: Bally Sports South/WCMC - 99.9 FM 
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Preview: Canes at Jets 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes are back on the 
road again, tonight starting a stretch of five consecutive away 
from PNC Arena. This evening they'll face the Winnipeg Jets 
for the first time in 23 months. 

When: Tuesday, December 6, 8 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports App 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 16-6-1 (33 Points, 3rd - Metropolitan 
Division) 

Canes Last Game: 6-2 Win over the Buffalo Sabres on 
Saturday, December 4. 

Jets Record: 12-8-4 (28 Points, T-2nd - Central Division) 

Jets Last Game: 6-3 Win over the Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Sunday, November 5. 

TRACKING THE STORYLINES: 

Svech Good To Go: After missing Saturday night's game 
with an upper-body injury, Andrei Svechnikov is expected to 
be back in the lineup once again this evening. Rod 
Brind'Amour said post-game that it was essentially planned 
for the team's scoring winger to miss just one day and then 
he'd be back. All signs point to that being the case, 
considering he was a full participant in yesterday's practice. 
This will be perfect timing for #37 to return, as he'll get to go 
head-to-head with his brother Evgeny tonight. 

Out of Order: Yesterday Brind'Amour also shared that 
forward Jordan Martinook will not be with the team on this 

trip. He suffered a lower body injury that was ruled "not 
serious", however, he will miss the entirety of the five-game 
stint. It remains to be seen whether Tony DeAngelo or Brett 
Pesce will also miss the whole stretch. Both entered COVID-
19 Protocol last Monday and their ten-day mark will be 
Wednesday, but that does not mean that they are eligible to 
play right away. 

Coming Home: The contest will be the first game in his 
hometown for Winnipeg, Manitoba-native Seth Jarvis. Seth 
shared yesterday that he'll have approximately 30-40 in 
attendance tonight, including many family and close friends. 

Start This Thing Off Right: Last month when the team began 
their six-game west coast excursion there was an emphasis 
on starting the trip correctly, hopefully setting the tone for the 
remainder. The crew did exactly that, winning the first three. 
This time around the same would be welcomed, and just as it 
did then with Vegas, this time around it starts with the tough 
test of Winnipeg. 

Some People Call Me Maurice: Paul Maurice will be on the 
home bench this evening, currently in his ninth season as 
head coach of the Winnipeg Jets. He is the winningest coach 
in Whalers/Hurricanes history, amassing 384 wins in two 
stints with the club (1995-2003, 2008-2011). 

Additional Notes: 

Milestone Watch: Brady Skjei's next assist will be his 100th 
in the NHL. 

What Color Are We Wearing?: The team will be wearing their 
white sweaters tonight and every game on this trip. 

Featured Merchandise Item of the Game: View tonight's item 
of the game on CarolinaProShop.com here! 
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Burnside: The Story of Don Waddell 

By Scott Burnside  

RALEIGH, NC. - We could start with the fact that moments 
before we sit down with Carolina Hurricanes President & 
General Manager Don Waddell he's been interviewing 
candidates for the GM job of PNC Arena. 

Or, we could start with the fact that since arriving as the 
team's president of business operations in 2014 Waddell 
has, barring travel, been in his office, usually at 5 a.m., every 
day but perhaps three. And two of those were Christmas 
Days. 

Or, we could start with the fact that over the past three-plus 
years Waddell has had to lobby state politicians on the 
benefits of sports wagering and lobbying his owner to add 
this player or that player with equal dexterity. 

But we will start with the porta-potties. 

Because, well, why wouldn't we? And not to spoil it, but it all 
makes tie together quite nicely. 

Those who knew Waddell back in the day say he was a heck 
of a player. The skilled defenseman played in just one NHL 
game, that for the Los Angeles Kings in 1980-81. But he 
would likely have been a part of the Miracle On Ice team in 
1980, had he not suffered a knee injury shortly before those 
magical Olympics. He rolled up points like a madman at the 
minor pro level. 

But Waddell knew he wanted something else apart from 
grinding it out in the minors. So he decided to step away 
from the game and he started a porta-potty business in 
Toledo.  

Longtime NHL executive Ray Shero, who has known 
Waddell for almost four decades, still recalls the catchphrase 
on Waddell's business card at the time; 'porta-potties, 
outstanding in your field' or something along those lines. 

The porta-potty business was thriving when, early in the 
1987-88 season, Waddell got a call from his old pal Rick 
Dudley who was coaching the Flint Spirit of the International 
Hockey League. 

Was Waddell interested in coming to a hockey game? 

Waddell hemmed and hawed. 

Finally Dudley confessed he wasn't asking Waddell to come 
as a fan. He needed a player. 

"I said c'mon Rick I haven't skated for a year. For some 
reason I said yes, okay I'll come up," Waddell recalled. 

"So I walked in the house and I said to my wife you want to 
go to a hockey game today? She goes where? I said Flint. 
She goes why? I said well I just committed to playing today." 

That was a Sunday. Three days later Dudley still needed 
Waddell in the lineup but Waddell had his business to look 
after. 

"Come Wednesday I'm out doing my toilet business. I show 
up in Fort Wayne at the arena in my rubber boots. I got my 
jeans on with my truck with the big tank on it. I drove that to 
the rink," Waddell recalled. 

He parked near the team bus and you might imagine the 
reaction of his teammates when they headed home after the 
game. 

"The boys were just dying, dying laughing," Waddell said. 
Waddell finished out the season as a player/coach. "He was 
wonderful at it," Dudley said. "He did a great job for me. We 
had a tremendous year." 

At the end of that season Dudley ended up with a job in New 
Haven and Waddell was offered the position of coach and 
GM in Flint. 

"I was in way over my head," Waddell recalled. The team 
was terrible. "We went through 70-some players because 
you're always trying to find the quick fix," he said. 

After Waddell's first season as coach and GM the team 
became affiliated with the New York Rangers and then the 
franchise was sold, heading to Fort Wayne after the original 
Komets team moved to Albany. 

Waddell attended the IHL league meetings in Vancouver 
before the NHL draft to make sure the sale went through as 
planned. It did and Waddell was out of work - but only for a 
few hours. The next item on the league agenda was a new 
franchise in San Diego. One of the owners slipped Waddell a 
piece of paper during the meeting asking if he was free for 
lunch. By the end of the day he was the general manager of 
what would become a wildly successful San Diego Gulls 
franchise. 

From port-a-potties to a managerial career approaching 40 
years? Funny how these things work out, no? And what if 
he'd declined Dudley's offer of a spot on that Flint roster? 
Sure, Waddell has wondered at that, whether he'd have 
been afforded another opportunity or not. 

As it turned out the port-a-potty industry lost a promising 
young entrepreneur and the hockey world got an executive 
for life. 

"Did I know it was going to work out the way it did? 
Absolutely not," Waddell said. 

Waddell got his first NHL GM job with the expansion Atlanta 
Thrashers who joined the NHL in 1999. When the Thrashers 
were sold and moved to Winnipeg in 2011 Waddell ended up 
doing some scouting for Shero when Shero was the GM of 
the Pittsburgh Penguins before getting a call from former 
Carolina owner Peter Karmanos about a role on the business 
side of the Hurricanes' operation in Raleigh. 

By the time the Thrashers were coming to the end of their 
tenure in Atlanta, Waddell was looking after a large part of 
the business side of things at Philips Arena so the idea of 
taking on a similar role with the Hurricanes wasn't all that 
daunting. 

"I enjoy the business side," Waddell said. "I enjoy trying to 
make things work and trying to figure things out. I've always 
enjoyed it. So when I came here it was very exciting and 
appealing to me to be able to do that." 

So enthused was Waddell with his new role on the business 
side that he didn't pine for another hockey ops job at all. In 
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fact, he had very little to do with former Hurricanes GM Ron 
Francis, who took over for longtime Hall of Famer Jim 
Rutherford in 2014. 

"Never. Never. I didn't think it was going to happen and to be 
honest I didn't have that appetite," Waddell said. "I had 
enough challenges trying to figure out the business side. So 
obviously I had a good relationship with Ron. I had all the 
respect in the world for him." 

And there was a kind of unwritten rule that the hockey team 
was Francis' domain. Waddell wasn't part of draft meetings 
or trade deadline discussions. 

"I never went in the locker room. Being a GM, I know what 
it's like. It was something I respected what he was doing and 
respected how he operated," Waddell said. 

When Tom Dundon bought the team in early 2018, though, 
things were about to change dramatically for the entire 
organization and for Waddell specifically. 

One of the early critical moments centered around whether 
Waddell would have a job at all. 

"I think Tom will tell you that when he first bought the team 
he said my days were numbered," Waddell recalled with a 
laugh. "He told me after a couple of months 'I almost fired 
you before you even worked for me.' So that was kind of 
interesting." 

Dundon is matter of fact about those first weeks after he took 
over the team. Everyone should have been worried about 
their job, he said. If they weren't, they weren't paying 
attention. 

But almost immediately Dundon came to rely on Waddell for 
counsel on the hockey side as he decided on a management 
structure for the Hurricanes. Francis left the organization in 
the summer of 2018 and while Dundon spoke to other people 
about the GM role the new owner always envisioned Waddell 
being a part of the hockey process regardless. 

"I'm looking for people to do this together," Dundon said. 
"And I was already talking to him about all the hockey stuff 
anyway." 

The conversation about whether Waddell would take on the 
GM role was a frequent one in those first months under 
Dundon's tenure, but became a reality on April 28, 2018 
when the Hurricanes hit the jackpot at the draft lottery. 

"Officially I took over the night we won the lottery for (Andrei) 
Svechnikov," Waddell recalled. "Because we were 
interviewing some people and Tom kept asking me 'Why 
don't you just do it? Why don't you just do it?' And I said no, I 
don't want to do it."  

Waddell exited the lockdown room where all the GMs in the 
lottery were cloistered in Toronto and told Dundon they'd hit 
the jackpot moving from 11th to 2nd in the talent-laden 2018 
draft meaning they were in line to draft the young Russian 
star. 

"And he said, 'Alright no more debate, you're the GM.' I said 
alright," Waddell said with a laugh. "That's how it came 
down. It was a mutual decision I guess by both of us." 

 Waddell jumped back into being a full-time NHL GM after 
being out of that role for seven years, but he did so without 
shedding his previous role as head of business operations. 
Now you understand why he gets to the office at 5 a.m. 

"I wasn't nervous at all, probably more confident," Waddell 
said of returning to his GM roots. "Whenever you step out of 
something you reflect back on things you've done and did 
and I think actually it helped me step back into the process. I 
know it had been seven, eight years, whatever it is, but it 
wasn't like I was out of hockey." 

Waddell is unique among his peers in many respects starting 
with his dual portfolio, but also his relationship with Dundon 
is unlike any owner/GM relationship in the league. 

"I can't speak for other people. We have a very unique 
relationship," Waddell said. "We talk multiple times, multiple 
times a day. We talk about everything going on here and all 
the stuff he's got going on. We have this open line of 
communication. To me it's important because he can tell me 
if he thinks I'm wrong and I can certainly tell him if I think he's 
wrong. And that's the kind of relationship I respect. He's my 
boss, he's the owner, but he accepts the fact that he's not in 
this business." 

"As you know, Tom's an open book. There's no secrets, 
which is great," Waddell said. 

The fact that this is not a traditional NHL GM job isn't 
surprising given that Dundon is not your traditional NHL 
owner. 

He knows that and could not care less - less than less really 
- about how other people go about their business in the NHL 
and what other people think about how he runs his hockey 
team. 

For instance, Dundon wanted no part of the tradition of GMs 
traveling with the team and/or being on the road scouting 
players. 

That's what the scouts are for, the owner reasoned and if the 
GM is seeing players then he brings his own bias to the table 
as opposed acting as the ultimate arbiter when it comes to 
acquiring players through trade, drafting prospects or signing 
free agents. 

"If Don never went on another trip I wouldn't question it," 
Dundon said. 

There are few owners who take the kind of active role in the 
team that Dundon does. We sat in on the 2018 draft just 
months after Dundon bought the team and then again during 
the October 2020 draft during the pandemic. We also sat in 
on the free agency meetings with Dundon, the coaching staff 
and the management team. 

Dundon directs those meetings, asking questions, making 
comments, referring to data and reports from around the 
hockey world. 

"I have my way," Dundon said without apology. 

"I don't know how he puts up with it," he jokingly added. But 
it's clear there is a high level of comfort that exists between 
the two, part of a natural evolution over the past four years. 
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"I trust him," Dundon said. "And I think he probably 
understands me better." 

Dundon doesn't like long meetings and he doesn't like 
making email lists. Instead if Dundon thinks of something he 
wants to run by Waddell he calls him. And they talk and then 
later they'll talk about something else. 

"It's just the way it is," Dundon said. "If there's something on 
my mind I don't write it down and make a list."  

Shero, a Stanley Cup winner in Pittsburgh and son of Hall of 
Fame coach Fred Shero has known Waddell since Waddell's 
IHL days. 

"Donnie's regular people," Shero said. "That's the type of 
person he is." 

After the Thrashers moved to Winnipeg, Shero called on 
Waddell to do some scouting for him in Pittsburgh. 

Then, before the NHL draft in Philadelphia in 2014, Waddell 
called Shero to tell him he was taking over the business side 
of things in Carolina. 

"I was like, you're going to be the president of what?" Shero 
recalled with a laugh. 

Shero praised Waddell's abilities as a talent evaluator, 
although he did question Waddell's sometimes creative 
spelling. 

"He has a really good eye," Shero said. But sometimes he'd 
remind Waddell that the standard scouting forms do come 
with spellcheck. 

Shero agrees that this relationship is likely unique among 
NHL GMs but the only thing that matters is that it works. 

"That is a real strength of Don's," Shero said. It's relationship 
building and building a strong relationship with a coach or 
players or owner or ownership group is critical to success. 

"It might be different (in Carolina) but that's the way the 
business is now," Shero said. "And there's nothing wrong 
with doing it differently. Whatever it is it's working, obviously. 
I'm really happy Don was afforded that opportunity." 

Dudley and Waddell have crossed paths at various points in 
both their long hockey careers including working together in 
San Diego, Atlanta and most recently in Carolina. 

"I've never worked a day for Don Waddell that I didn't enjoy 
going to work," Dudley said. 

"First and foremost he's a very bright guy," Dudley said. "He 
understands situations very quickly." 

"I don't know anybody that doesn't like Don Waddell," he 
added. 

And Dudley has seen first-hand just how unique Waddell's 
relationship is with Dundon. 

"Tom is very hands on," Dudley said. "Donnie knows he has 
to include Tom in virtually every decision and he does it 
masterfully." 

It's not that Waddell and Dundon don't disagree at times, 
Dudley noted. They do. It's natural for an owner who wants 
people who challenge him. "But Donnie's a very diplomatic 

guy. He's a very bright guy and he articulates situations very 
well." 

It's simple, Waddell explained. "You don't tell him no, you tell 
him why," Waddell said. "So once you handle it that way then 
the communication's always good." 

Dudley is an advisor to Florida Panthers GM Bill Zito now. 
But he sees plenty of good things going on for his former 
club. 

"I think that team is a clear contender," Dudley said. "They 
have to be considered one of the favorites for sure, and 
that's something that hasn't been the case for a long time."  

In 2019 Waddell was a finalist for GM of the Year honors, the 
same year the Hurricanes made the playoffs for the first time 
in a decade and advanced to the Eastern Conference final 
for the first time since 2009. 

The successes on the ice have been part of a commensurate 
improvement in the team's bottom line. The marketing 
department has made the Hurricanes one of the cool kids in 
the NHL, whether it's taking advantage of Don Cherry's now 
infamous 'bunch of jerks' comment, the cult status afforded 
emergency backup netminder David Ayres, or the team's 
post-win storm surge ritual. Fans have responded by driving 
season ticket levels north of 10,000, the first time since post 
Stanley Cup win in 2006 that they have been that high and 
more than double the 4,300 season ticket holders in place 
when Waddell arrived in 2014. 

"It's one thing to have a team that wins, but it's also to have a 
team off the ice that's prepared to take advantage of it when 
you win," Waddell said in describing the symbiotic 
relationship between the business side and the hockey side. 
It doesn't happen organically, you have to work it. 

"Once we had the bump from the hockey team we had a 
great plan to continue to build it and we've still got to 
continue to build it," Waddell said. "We've still got a ways to 
go. 

We've come a long ways but we've still got a ways to go." 
The team spends to the salary cap, something that rarely if 
ever happened in the past. And they've made the playoffs in 
three straight seasons the first time since the team moved 
from Hartford in 1997. 

But with those successes have come expectations that are 
as high as they've bever been for this franchise. 

"You've got to give Tom credit since coming in here," 
Waddell said. 

"He knows the best marketing tool here is by having a 
winning franchise. To make this franchise the best we can in 
this market is win," Waddell said. "And he knows that. I can 
talk to him eight, 10, times a day and 95% of the 
conversations are about players. About players traded, 
players signing, players how are these guys doing and a 
small percentage towards the business side of it. Doesn't 
mean he doesn't appreciate the business because he does 
but he leaves that to us here to operate." 

You don't spend much time around Waddell at PNC Arena to 
understand that he relishes his role with the Hurricanes no 
matter which hat he's wearing at any particular time. 
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He meets with sponsors before games. On one recent game 
night he is posing for pictures with fans outside one of the 
concourse clubs. 

It's the same whether the Maple Leafs are in town or he's 
making sure a Michael Bublé concert goes off without a 
hitch. 

Just as he once upon a time seamlessly moved from port-a-
potties to hockey management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hurricanes visit the Jets after Teravainen’s 2-goal game 

Carolina Hurricanes vs. Winnipeg Jets 

Winnipeg, Manitoba; Tuesday, 8 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Jets -110, Hurricanes -110; 
over/under is 5.5 

BOTTOM LINE: Carolina visits the Winnipeg Jets after 
Teuvo Teravainen scored two goals in the Hurricanes’ 6-2 
victory over the Sabres. 

The Jets are 9-3-1 at home. Winnipeg ranks sixth in the 
Western Conference with 33.2 shots per game and is 
averaging 3.0 goals. 

The Hurricanes are 9-3-1 on the road. Carolina ranks ninth in 
the league averaging 5.6 assists per game, led by Tony 
DeAngelo with 0.8. 

The matchup Tuesday is the first meeting of the season 
between the two teams. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Kyle Connor leads the Jets with 15 
goals, adding 12 assists and totaling 27 points. Nikolaj 
Ehlers has six goals over the last 10 games for Winnipeg. 

Sebastian Aho leads the Hurricanes with 10 goals and has 
25 points. Teravainen has three goals and four assists over 
the last 10 games for Carolina. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Jets: 4-5-1, averaging 2.8 goals, 4.9 
assists, 3.9 penalties and 8.4 penalty minutes while giving up 
2.7 goals per game with a .916 save percentage. 

Hurricanes: 5-4-1, averaging three goals, 4.9 assists, 3.3 
penalties and eight penalty minutes while giving up 2.5 goals 
per game with a .905 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Jets: None listed. 

Hurricanes: Tony DeAngelo: out (covid-19 protocols), Jordan 
Martinook: day to day (lower body), Andrei Svechnikov: day 
to day (upper body), Ethan Bear: out (health protocols), Brett 
Pesce: out (covid-19 protocols). 
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Roster availability leaves Hurricanes with questions ahead of Jets matchup 

By FLM  

The Carolina Hurricanes are beginning another road venture, 
marking the second significant trip in a month. 

This time, it begins with Tuesday night's game against the 
Winnipeg Jets and comes at a time when player availability 
is a significant concern for the Hurricanes. 

"We're a MASH unit right now," coach Rod Brind'Amour said. 

The Hurricanes snapped a three-game skid by topping the 
Buffalo Sabres 6-2 on Saturday night. 

That came without forward Andrei Svechnikov because of a 
procedure on an injured finger. Carolina also was without 
goalie Frederik Andersen, who had been feeling ill. 

"He should be fine going forward," Brind'Amour said of 
Svechnikov, though Andersen's situation could be different. 

That set off a series of other questions because the 
Hurricanes have played their last three games without 
defenseman Tony DeAngelo and Brett Pesce. That duo has 
been in COVID-19 protocol. 

Yet Svechnikov and Andersen were both on the ice for 
Monday's practice before the Hurricanes departed on the 
trip. Still, having solid depth came in handy last week. 

"Clearly we needed it here early in the year," Brind'Amour 
said. 

Also missing a game for the first time this season Saturday 
was left winger Jordan Martinook because of an ankle injury. 
The good news for Carolina was the return of defenseman 
Ethan Bear from COVID-19 protocol. 

The Jets are coached by Paul Maurice, who has had two 
tours as Carolina's coach. 

After being shutout victims twice in the last four games of 
November and managing just one goal in one of the other 

games, the Jets have found an offensive groove. They've 
posted eight and six goals across the past two games. 

"We want to go to the net," Maurice said. "You have to time 
that. There's a balance to it." 

The Jets had a scrappy game in a 6-3 victory over Toronto 
on Sunday night. Picking up that type of energy in the next 
game will be important, but Maurice said the Jets are gaining 
a better grip on what it takes in different styles of games. 

"We have to have certain roles for players on our team," 
Maurice said. 

Winnipeg went 3-for-5 on power plays Sunday. 

"We are trying to get more aggressive on the power play," 
Maurice said. "The confidence is a really important factor on 
the power play because when you're a confident group you 
go faster." 

That's a big contrast to the Hurricanes' recent success on 
power plays. Across their past 11 games, they have three 
power-play goals. 

Carolina has won only twice in its last seven games. 

"Put that behind us," Brind'Amour said of the skid. 
"Hopefully, we can start a little fresher in the next game." 

The Hurricanes would like to see center Vincent Trocheck 
get going on a regular clip. He had a three-point outing 
Saturday after going eight games in a row without a point. 
Defenseman Ian Cole notched his first goal of the season. 

"It's good for those guys," Brind'Amour said. "Everybody 
always presses." 

The Hurricanes went 4-1-1 on their last extended trip, with 
five of those games against teams from the Western 
Conference. Overall, Carolina is 9-3-1 in road games. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article256379467.html 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-canes-at-jets/c-328716696 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/burnside-the-story-of-don-waddell/c-328707092 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-hockey-carolina-hurricanes-canada-d699c82bc76141e387a449594d7c4b13 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/roster-availability-leaves-hurricanes-with-questions-ahead-of-jets-matchup/ 
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Canes rookie Seth Jarvis on going home to Winnipeg, and a ‘Fishy’ living 
arrangement 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED DECEMBER 06, 2021 5:31 PM 

 

Seth Jarvis has a problem, and hopes he can solve it. 

The Carolina Hurricanes’ rookie forward is from Winnipeg, Manitoba. The 
Canes play in Winnipeg on Tuesday to open a five-game road trip, and 
Jarvis has a few family and friends who would like to be at the game. 

OK, maybe more than a few. 

“I’ve got to get about 22 tickets, and then I think have about 15 other 
people who just bought their own,” he said Monday. 

And how hard will it be to secure 22 extra tickets to the Canada Life 
Centre, the smallest arena in the NHL? 

“It’s going to be really tough, I think,” Jarvis said, breaking into a smile. “I 
don’t know my credit card limit but ... “ 

Odds are, Jarvis will get everybody in. He has proven to be a can-do guy 
this season, making the Canes’ roster out of training camp and now 
playing 16 games, the 19-year-old displaying a pretty complete game 
enhanced by his speed and skill. 

Until Jarvis had played his 10th game in the NHL, activating the first year 
of his entry-level contract with Carolina, the guesswork was whether he’d 
stay up in the NHL or be sent back to his junior hockey team, the 
Portland Winterhawks of the Western Hockey League. That bridge now 
crossed, Jarvis has become a top-six forward for Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour, with four goals and five assists. 

“The comfort level is a lot higher,” Jarvis said. “I really feel settled in, 
especially away from the rink. Before, I never really unpacked my 
suitcase. Now, I’m living with ‘Fishy’ so I’ve got a place to call home a 
little bit.” 

That would be center Sebastian Aho, who the players call “Fishy,” a 
derivative of the “Seabass” nickname he was once given. Aho owns a 
house in North Raleigh and has taken in Jarvis as a rent-free roomie. 

“Aho is my billet family,” Jarvis said. “It’s been fun. It’s really cool.” 

Jarvis said he helped Aho set up the Christmas tree. He’s brought in 
dinner a few times. He keeps his living space clean. He’s a good guest. 

“He keeps a really clean house, which I’m kind of surprised,” Jarvis said. 

There are challenges, however. Aho is Finnish. Also known to drop by 
are teammates Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Teuvo Teravainen, both Finnish. 
In a Finnish setting, Finnish is spoken. 

“I’ve been Google translating Finnish,” Jarvis said. 

Jarvis said Kotkaniemi brought over an Xbox, but that everything is 
written in Finnish, meaning Jarvis has to keep his phone close by to 
quickly Google some Finnish-to-English translations. Jarvis is the outlier. 

“I’m working through it,” he said. 

Jarvis was nine years old when the Atlanta Thrashers relocated to 
Winnipeg in 2011 and the Jets were reborn. Some of his best hockey 
memories have been Jets playoff games and watching Winnipeg’s 
Nikolaj Ehlers, another speedy forward whose playing style Jarvis has 
emulated a bit. 

“I definitely had a lot of heroes on that team growing up,” Jarvis said. 

CANES WITHOUT PESCE, DEANGELO 

The Canes (16-6-1) ended a three-game losing streak Saturday with a 6-
2 beating of the Buffalo Sabres at PNC Arena. It’s back on the road for 
five games, a trip that will start without defensemen Brett Pesce and 
Tony DeAngelo, who are still in COVID-19 protocol and not with the 
team. They could rejoin the team at Minnesota on Dec. 14 if they are 
cleared and ready to return to the lineup. 

The Canes had a few players who were not feeling well but played 
Saturday and Brind’Amour said, “It was good to get through that one.” 

▪ Everyone was on the ice Monday at practice at Wake Competition 
Center, including forward Andrei Svechnikov, who was a late scratch 
against the Sabres with an upper-body issue. 

▪ Forward Jordan Martinook will not make the trip, Brind’Amour said. 
Martinook left the Ottawa game last Thursday with an ankle injury that 
Brind’Amour said “is not serious but just needs time.” 

▪ Jarvis was the last player off the ice Monday after practice, staying to 
collect pucks in a bucket. He is, after all, still a rookie, with duties to 
perform. 

CAROLINA HURRICANES AT WINNIPEG JETS 

When: Tuesday, 8 p.m. (ET), 

Where: Canada Life Centre, Winnipeg. 

TV/Radio: Bally Sports South/WCMC - 99.9 FM 

This story was originally  
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Hurricanes Face Tough Contract Decision With Vincent Trocheck 
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December 6, 2021 by Alex Ohari 

 

Since coming to the Carolina Hurricanes via a trade with the Florida 
Panthers back in February of 2020, Vincent Trocheck has emerged as a 
key piece of the team’s identity. He’s slotted in exclusively as the second-
line center since his arrival, which pushed down Jordan Staal to his 
rightful position on the third line – which has, in turn, been a key to his 
resurgence. With Sebastian Aho centering the top line, this trio has given 
the team one of the strongest center-ice groupings in the NHL. 

Vincent Trocheck Carolina Hurricanes 

Despite the success, many factors go into the business side of things in 
this league — and that’s where things begin to complicate surrounding 
Trocheck. He’s set to be an unrestricted free agent on July 1, 2022, and 
will be 29 when his next contract kicks in. The Dougie Hamilton 
negotiations this past summer showed that the Hurricanes aren’t 
particularly interested in committed big-money contracts to aging players. 
With Troheck’s injury history and style of play, it’s difficult to see the team 
breaking the trend for him. 

Trocheck’s Overall Impact 

Even though it currently seems like a long shot that Trocheck will get the 
kind of deal he wants in Carolina, it’s important to note how important he 
is to the current make-up of the team’s roster and how that could factor in 
upcoming negotiations. He’s been a seamless fit in his role thus far — a 
role that the Hurricanes had been searching for nearly a decade to fill. 
You can argue that his stability as the second-line center has also 
stabilized the entire depth chart at the position and has brought out the 
best in other players (like Staal). 

Things get even more complicated when you consider the type of 
production the team will need to replace, should they move on from him. 
Since joining the team, he’s posted 61 points across 77 games — and 
has developed some legitimate chemistry with youngsters like Martin 
Necas. 

The fact that head coach Rod Brind’Amour also trusts him enough to 
deploy him in all situations really needs to be considered. He averages 
well over three minutes per game on the power play, and he’s one of the 
team’s most relied upon forwards in ice-time per game (17:06). He also 
features regularly on the penalty kill and has had fantastic results — in 23 
games, the Hurricanes have not surrendered a single shorthanded goal 
with Trocheck on the ice. Considering he averages 1:24 per game on 
that unit, his suppression rates are very impressive, and they speak 
volumes as to why Brind’Amour leans on him so often. 

Kotkaniemi Among Many Internal Replacement Options 

When you’re talking about potentially replacing a player who’s such a 
vital part of a team’s identity, you better be damn sure that there are 
adequate options to fill that role in place. Thanks to first-class drafting 
and development by the Hurricanes’ organization, they’ve amassed 
numerous potential options that may be a fit for that role in a year from 
now. Of course, it must be remembered that none of what they have 
internally has proven they can effectively play second-line minutes in the 
NHL. The team would be taking the “trial by fire” approach — which has 
both upsides and downsides. 

The most logical option as far as replacements go – as of this moment – 
would be Jesperi Kotkaniemi, who’s begun settling in quite nicely in 
Raleigh. The team had intended to move him to the wing as he 
transitioned into the system, but mediocre results in the process have 
seen him move back to center. He’s been much more effective in that 
role — which is expected — as center is his natural position, and that’s 
where he played with the Montreal Canadiens. His production through 23 
games is a down-grade from that of Trocheck’s, but he’s on pace to 
score 21 goals and has played exclusively in a bottom-six slot. 

With Kotkaniemi, you’d imagine that elevated minutes and playing 
alongside more skilled linemates would translate to an uptick in 
production, which is certainly plausible. He’s far younger than Trocheck, 
he has room to grow and could theoretically have more upside if things 
go to plan. On the other hand, he’ll be drawing much tougher 
assignments and being allocated heavier minutes. There’s sure to be 
growing pains and a learning curve for him to adapt to a much-expanded 
role in the system, and he’ll have his work cut out for him to earn the 
same trust that Trocheck currently has. 

The major question will be how comfortable the Hurricanes’ staff would 
be to go with a much more inexperienced option. Kotkaniemi is a huge 
dip from Trocheck in that regard, but the other potential options are even 
further down the chart. Jack Drury and Jamieson Rees are both top 
prospects who impressed in training camp and have had strong 
developmental seasons — but they’re both first-year pros and adapting 
to the rigors of men’s hockey. Ryan Suzuki is another young center with 
a bright future, but injuries continue to limit the acceleration of his 
development. 

While all three of Rees, Drury, and Suzuki figure to be part of the 
Hurricanes’ future, it’s hard to sit here today and realistically pencil any of 
them in as a legitimate Trocheck replacement in less than a year from 
now. They’re all very talented and could turn the switch on at some point. 
Still, it’s difficult to imagine the team being comfortable with such 
inexperienced options in a major role — especially if they plan to be a 
Stanley Cup contender again next season. For now, Kotkaniemi would 
be the clubhouse leader. He has the skill, experience, and a comparable 
style to Trocheck — he has all the tools, but can he put them all 
together? 

Trocheck Likely to Cash In 

In the world of pro sports, money always does the talking — and that’s 
what it’ll boil down to for Trocheck. He’ll be 29 years old when his next 
contract kicks in, so it’s fair to say that this could be his final major 
opportunity to cash in on a long-term deal. His production through 23 
games has him on pace for a 57-point season, which is a solid output 
from a second-line center and even more valuable when considering his 
relentless forechecking and penalty-kill success. 

Vincent Trocheck Carolina Hurricanes 

Safe to say, I think there’d be a rather large market for Trocheck should 
he go to free agency. Players of his caliber don’t become available all too 
often, and NHL teams have shown a commitment to building down the 
middle. I’d assume that his strong scoring pace, combined with the 
team’s reluctance to commit long-term contracts to aging players, makes 
it a very likely possibility that he’ll head to the open market in the summer 
of 2022. If he continues to produce at this rate, I’d imagine that he’ll price 
himself out of the Canes’ comfort zone – similar to the Hamilton contract. 

Recapping the Hurricanes’ Options 

The good news with this negotiation is that the ball figures to be in the 
Hurricanes’ court. They’ve emerged into a legitimate Stanley Cup 
contender and are becoming a destination place to play — in a great city 
with a great fanbase and organization. If Trocheck’s contract demands 
are reasonable and the team is willing to commit to that, there’s a lot of 
reason for optimism that he’d choose to re-sign in Carolina rather than 
start fresh elsewhere. He’s been a seamless fit on the ice, he seems to 
be a popular teammate, and the fanbase has grown attached to him. 

On the other hand, should Trocheck opt to head to the market and sign 
elsewhere, the Hurricanes would obviously be OK with the move, and at 
that point, and would have their replacement options in mind. They could 
opt to use that freed-up cap space to bring in a replacement from outside 
the organization, or they could turn internally towards their youth and roll 
with Kotkaniemi or a Drury/Rees type — if they mature. Regardless, 
General Manager Don Waddell and Co. have earned the benefit of the 
doubt that they’ll do what’s best for the team with the long-term vision in 
mind and continue to have this group on the right path moving forward. 
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Jets not taking any guff 

Goons long gone, but team plenty tough 

 

Jason Bell 

12/6/2021 

 

Amidst the pomp and circumstance of Blake Wheeler’s monumental 
1,000th NHL game Sunday night, the Winnipeg Jets captain made a 
short remark embedded within a longer, post-game reply that shouldn’t 
be overlooked. 

The 35-year-old winger told reporters he’s just beginning to appreciate 
the significance of the milestone but is far more excited about what the 
immediate future holds for the Jets and the role he’ll play in their 
success. 

"You don’t spend too much time reflecting, you don’t spend too much 
time down memory lane," Wheeler said. ‘I think the best is yet to come, 
you know what I mean. I feel that way about our group, and that’s where 
my focus is on, just having a blast with this team." 

The 14-year veteran, the sole survivor of an Atlanta Thrashers team that 
was swiftly relocated to the Manitoba capital in 2011, mentioned 
something else. 

The group’s reliance on team toughness. 

"We take care of each other, like you saw tonight. They took care of me 
and performed, and we got a hell of a win. It was a great night," he said. 

Dangerously close to coughing up a two-goal lead to the Toronto Maple 
Leafs after 40 minutes, the Jets battened down the hatches, defensively 
and combatively, to seal their second victory of the weekend, improving 
to 12-8-4 and rising to second place in the Central Division. 

The Jets erupted for a pile of goals, winning 6-3, but also demonstrated 
they wouldn’t allow themselves to be bullied into submission by a 
frustrated Leafs squad. 

The pushback came with a cost. 

Head coach Paul Maurice must tinker with his blue-line corps after Neal 
Pionk was suspended Monday for two games by the NHL’s department 
of player safety for kneeing Toronto defenceman Rasmus Sandin about 
six minutes into the third period. 

No penalty was called on the play. Sandin limped off the ice and did not 
return. Pionk will forfeit $58,750, with the money going to the Players’ 
Emergency Assistance Fund. 

Nathan Beaulieu is on the roster as the extra defenceman, but look for 
the Jets to recall someone from the AHL’s Manitoba Moose. 

Out for retribution, Leafs forward Jason Spezza took a run at Pionk and 
caught him with a knee to the head. Spezza will have an in-person 
hearing Tuesday with the league’s disciplinarians. 

While Toronto fans and Winnipeg supporters joust on social media about 
which side deserved blame, it’s fair to say each gets an equal share of 
the bad blood that spilled over, likely the residual effects of last season’s 
10-game regular-season series in the all-Canadian division. 

The Jets haven’t employed a resident enforcer for several seasons. Chris 
Thorburn was the last to carry the label during the 2016-17 season when 
he dropped the gloves 13 times and amassed 95 penalty minutes. Gone-

but-not-forgotten pugilist Anthony Peluso played parts of four seasons 
(2012-16) in Winnipeg and engaged in 20 scraps. 

On Sunday, Maurice repeated a message that’s been the team’s mantra 
the last five years. 

"We have enough (toughness), right?" he said. "If you go back to when I 
first got here, you think about how much different the game was. You’ve 
got Anthony Peluso, Mark Stuart, Thorbie, Evander Kane was a tough 
dude. You’d have all kinds of it but so did everybody else and it’s kind of 
gone away. 

"There’s not really a place for that. But we’ve got enough, for sure, that 
we can take care of our own." 

Winnipeg centre Pierre-Luc Dubois, the aggressor, wrestled with Auston 
Matthews, and both received roughing minors. Three minutes later, Leafs 
rambunctious forward Wayne Simmonds cross-checked Jansen Harkins 
and was assessed a penalty, but he refused to go quietly and was 
tagged with a 10-minute misconduct. 

On Monday, Simmonds was fined $2,250 by the NHL’s department of 
player safety for the cross-check. 

Mark Scheifele split a pair of defenders and beat goalie Joseph Woll to 
score a power-play goal at 8:14, giving the Jets a three-goal cushion. 
From that point on, skill gave way to hostility. 

Jets defenceman Brenden Dillon and Kyle Clifford engaged in a fierce 
scrap, Harkins and Michael Bunting nearly came to blows, and then 
Simmonds returned late to smack Josh Morrissey with a foolish cross-
check, sparking retribution from Logan Stanley. No fists actually 
connected but the 6-7 blue-liner glided off the ice with his arms raised in 
the air, generating a roar from the crowd. 

"The game itself just got out of hand," Matthews told reporters. "It was a 
bit of a snowball effect. Things just kind of spiralled out of control, it 
wasn’t really hockey in the third period. It was just a bit of a gong show." 
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NHL suspends Jets' Pionk, fines Leafs' Simmonds 

 

The Canadian Press 

12/6/2021 

 

NEW YORK - Winnipeg defenceman Neal Pionk was suspended two 
games Monday for a knee-on-knee hit delivered to Toronto blue-liner 
Rasmus Sandin in the third period of the Jets' 6-3 win over the Maple 
Leafs on Sunday. 

NEW YORK - Winnipeg defenceman Neal Pionk was suspended two 
games Monday for a knee-on-knee hit delivered to Toronto blue-liner 
Rasmus Sandin in the third period of the Jets' 6-3 win over the Maple 
Leafs on Sunday. 

Also on Monday, Leafs forward Wayne Simmonds was slapped with a 
fine for a cross-check he applied to Winnipeg Jets forward Jansen 
Harkins during the same game. 

The NHL's department of player safety docked Simmonds $2,250, the 
maximum allowable under the league's collective bargaining agreement, 
for laying his stick into the back of Harkins during the third period of the 
Toronto road loss. 

Meanwhile, Leafs centre Jason Spezza has been offered an in-person 
hearing with the league and will likely be suspended for kneeing Pionk in 
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the head, which came after the Winnipeg players' knee-on-knee contact 
with Sandin. 

In-person hearings are required for any suspension that could be at least 
six games. The date and time of Spezza's hearing have not been 
announced. 
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Jets' Pionk draws two-game suspension for kneeing Sandin 

 

Winnipeg Sun 

Publishing date: Dec 06, 2021  •  9 hours ago   

 

Winnipeg Jets defenceman Neal Pionk (4) skates away from Toronto 
Maple Leafs forward Jason Spezza (19) during the first period at Canada 
Life Centre in Winnipeg Dec. 5, 2021. 

Winnipeg Jets defenceman Neal Pionk has been suspended for two 
games, without pay, for kneeing Toronto Maple Leafs defenceman 
Rasmus Sandin during Sunday night’s Jets 6-3 victory over the Maple 
Leafs, the National Hockey League’s Department of Player Safety 
announced Monday. 

The incident occurred at 5:44 of the third period. 

Under the terms of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and, based on 
his average annual salary, Pionk will forfeit $58,750.00. The money goes 
to the Players’ Emergency Assistance Fund. 

Meanwhile, Leafs centre Jason Spezza has an in-person hearing via 
Zoom scheduled for Tuesday for attempting to knee Pionk in retaliation 
for Pionk’s unpenalized knee on Sandin which saw the rookie 
defenceman helped off the ice. Spezza could face a five-game 
suspension. 

The Department of Player Safety also fined Leafs forward Wayne 
Simmonds $2,250, the maximum under the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement, for a crosscheck on Jets forward Jansen Harkins. 
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Blake Wheeler’s 1,000th game puts the spotlight on the people who 
make him what he is 

 

By Murat Ates 

Dec 6, 2021 

 

Sam and Blake Wheeler met at the skating rink as children — Sam the 
figure skater, Blake the supportive little brother to his big sister Brooke. 

They did not know then what we know now — that Sam would become 
the central figure in Blake’s life — but the world can be small when love 
is involved. Sam and Blake’s love story, accepted innocently through the 
eyes of kids, starts young. 

It becomes romantic in high school, flourishes in college and continues 
through 1,000 games and counting of NHL success. 

On the night that Blake plays his 1,000th regular season game, Sam and 
their three children — Louie, Leni and Mase — stand with him on the 
(blue) carpet. As their names are announced, the arena’s video board 
shows Blake give in to the emotion of the evening; his face transforms 
from a failed attempt at stoicism to an expression of love. His eyes read 
somewhere between those of a husband seeing his wife on their wedding 
day and a father, proud to be feted with his children under his wing. He 
hugs Louie, Mase and Leni, before kissing Sam and posing for the 
inevitable photographs. It is an intimate moment, spotlit for 15,000 fans. 

Cameras flash and then give the Wheelers a reprieve. A video tribute will 
be shown on the big screen in just a few seconds but, for one moment, 
no one knows where to look. 

I remember what Blake said about Sam in the lead-up to this moment. 

“Obviously, my parents were a big part of my youth hockey and growing 
up and the way up,” Blake had said. “But to share it will Sam and our 
three kids … Sam, she’s the only one that sees the day in and day out, 
the highs, the lows. She’s been there for me through it all. Having her 
there, that one means the most to me. Nobody knows what 1,000 good 
days and bad days or in between has looked like more than her. She’s 
the one I’m looking forward to sharing that with.” 

To talk to anyone close to Blake — his parents Pat and Jim, his sister 
Brooke, his college roommate Ryan Stoa, his current and former 
teammates like Paul Stastny and Andrew Ladd — is to be told the Sam is 
at the core of him. She is the one who remembers the birthdays, who 
demonstrates consistent thoughtfulness, who does the heavy lifting in the 
parenting of their three kids. 

Blake goes so far because Sam helps him get there. 

“Sam’s been right there with him for the whole ride,” says Blake’s dad, 
Jim. 

“We’re in awe of the accomplishment,” says Blake’s mom, Pat. “But the 
other thing about it is the partnership of Blake and Sam, because Sam’s 
been with him the entire journey — before the journey started. We’re in 
awe of the partnership.” 

Blake’s sister Brooke, who skated with Sam way back when they were in 
elementary school, adds a loving joke. 

“If only you knew then,” she likes to tease him, “That back when you 
were a kid, watching your sister figure skate, that your future wife was 
there.” 

Blake’s on-ice accomplishments have put so many spotlights on him over 
the course of his life. 

Before he had played 1,000 NHL games, he was a hockey star for Breck 
High School and one of the most renowned youth players in Minnesota. 
Sam went to Breck High School, too — it’s where they reconnected and 
became high-school sweethearts. When Blake scored one of the most 
famous goals in college hockey history, Sam was at the University of 
Minnesota too — it’s where she earned her International Relations 
degree with minors in Mandarin and Marketing. 

The years go on and Blake’s accomplishments reach greater heights. 

He inherits the Jets captaincy. He becomes one of the most dominant 
five-on-five players of his generation, scoring the fourth-most even 
strength points in the NHL from his Winnipeg debut in 2011-12 through 
the end of 2016-17. In 2017-18 and 2018-19, Wheeler puts together 
back-to-back 91-point seasons, finally earning the leaguewide acclaim 
commensurate with his even strength excellence. 

Meanwhile, Sam develops her fluency in Mandarin. She becomes a 
board member of the True North Youth Foundation. She works with 
multiple Winnipeg charities, including the “Ride Inside” fundraiser for 
Cancer Care Manitoba she participates in with Blake. She continues to 
do the heavy lifting with Louie, Leni and Mase. 

Ladd puts Sam’s importance this way. 
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“My wife (Brandy) and Sam were close, especially when we were in 
Winnipeg. From the outside, people tend to miss how hard that life can 
be on a wife and three kids. I’m sure the last year, with all the COVID 
stuff and time spent in bubbles and all of that, someone’s at home 
keeping things on track and keeping the kids engaged with school and 
sports. And, as your kids get older, that becomes a tougher job. So I 
know Sam is the rock from that standpoint,” he said. 

MESSAGES OF CONGRATULATIONS FROM BLAKE’S PARENTS 
AND HIS KIDS? 

WE’RE NOT CRYING  #GOJETSGO | #WHEELER1K 
HTTPS://T.CO/J6KLLOELS2 PIC.TWITTER.COM/Y31WW7AESN 

— WINNIPEG JETS (@NHLJETS) DECEMBER 6, 2021 

Then the spotlight grows fickle. 

When the Jets are playing well, Blake receives accolades. He is named a 
finalist for the Mark Messier Leadership Award when Winnipeg makes 
the 2018 Western Conference finals. 

In 2019, when Winnipeg fails to meet expectations, losing to St. Louis in 
six games, he leans on Sam for help. 

He can’t figure out exactly what went wrong. Was it him? What if he were 
holding the team back? 

The two of them flew to Florida after those playoffs ended, where Sam 
became Blake’s rock. He put every difficult question about Winnipeg’s 
season on the table and the two of them talked it through. 

“Ultimately, I talk to my wife about everything,” Blake told The Athletic in 
2019. “She’s not going to have an answer to these types of things but 
sometimes, when you say things out loud it either sounds better or 
worse, you know what I’m saying? Just talking about it out loud is 
sometimes helpful. She’ll look at me like, ‘Really?’ And it’s kind of like, 
‘Yeah, I know. That was stupid.’ With some of these things, there are 
moments where she’s like, ‘Well, yeah, but do you think that makes you a 
better player? Yes or no. Does that make your team better? Does that 
make your line better?’ So she’s really good at, not necessarily 
understanding the context or the sport but she’s able to follow up with 
insightful questions … Through all of it, that’s who I go to.” 

Somewhere along their many journeys together, the Wheelers fall in love 
again — this time, with a city. 

Blake believes Winnipeg is where he’s been allowed to be himself. He 
says he doesn’t have to fit himself into a mold that other people have 
forced on him. 

Imagine being 6-foot-5 and built like he is. An awful lot of people would 
demand that you play hockey like a power forward. Hit more. Fight more. 
Play the game with brawn instead of brains. But Winnipeg gives Wheeler 
the space to use his body in other ways — to protect the puck, shielding 
off defenders to make plays that sometimes only Wheeler can see 
develop. 

“It’s the first place that let me be me,” Wheeler says. “Everywhere that I 
went before this was trying to make me into something that I’m not … I 
think the people here embraced the way that I play. I try to play hard for 
our fans every night and it’s why I’ve committed my career here. This is 
where I want to be and this is where I want to win. I think it’s a 
relationship that has allowed me to flourish and it’s been over 11 years 
now, it’s been an honour to play in front of these people every night.” 

I’ve heard Wheeler talk about the freedom to be himself and what that 
means to himself before. 

I think I understand that he’s talking about more than his play on the ice. 

So, I ask him about Sam. 

Can he put into words the sacrifices and strength she has given him to 
help him be his best self? 

“Oh, you’re going to make me cry,” Wheeler says the day before Game 
1,000. “I can’t, no. Being a pro athlete, it’s a glamorous job when it’s 
good and it’s not so when it’s not so good. That’s when you have people 
that you care about that care about you. She’s been my support system 
for the last 14 years. We’ve had a lot of … We’ve celebrated a lot of 
highs and when it’s as bad as it gets, I mean that’s when you need her. 
That’s when she’s been there for me. I’ll never be able to pay that back. 

“She sacrificed what she wanted to do with her life to follow me and to 
take care of our kids and support me. So no, I can’t really put into words 
what she means to me but I try to show her. I try to let her know but … 
Yeah. Tomorrow will be a good day to try to remind her.” 

THROUGH THE HIGHS AND LOWS, THE WINS AND LOSSES, BLAKE 
WHEELER IS SYNONYMOUS WITH WINNIPEG JETS HOCKEY. 

OUR TEAM, CITY, PROVINCE, AND THE GAME OF HOCKEY 
WOULDN'T BE THE SAME WITHOUT HIM. 

CONGRATULATIONS ON 1,000 @NHL GAMES, CAPTAIN 
 #GOJETSGO | #WHEELER1K PIC.TWITTER.COM/MBM1P9KINP 

— WINNIPEG JETS (@NHLJETS) DECEMBER 6, 2021 

The game itself is a barn-burner that the Jets win 6-3. 

Wheeler sets up Winnipeg’s first goal — a Pierre-Luc Dubois power play 
tally — after Kyle Connor does some nice work to pull the puck off the left 
wing boards. 

Wheeler skates well throughout the evening, consistently making line 
changes before Connor and their centre, Mark Scheifele. He wins some 
50/50 battles on the boards and loses more than he did a couple of 
hundred games ago. At five-on-five, his line gets doubled up in shots, 
mostly at the hands of William Nylander and John Tavares. 

Connor rips a wrist shot to make it 4-1 Jets 7:38 into the second period, 
giving Wheeler his second assist of the night — the 540th of his career. 

Wheeler gets a breakaway in the same period that Maple Leafs 
goaltender Joseph Woll stops, leaving Wheeler inexplicably goal-less 
with 12 assists in 19 games this season. 

He takes a bad penalty, slapping the puck at the boards in disgust when 
it’s called; Toronto scores. Wheeler gets a point-blank chance in the third 
period; Woll makes the save on his deflection. 

If it were not Wheeler’s milestone game, the story would be about how 
Winnipeg’s power play finally came to life and therefore about Wheeler 
all the same. (It could also be about the third-period violence, starting 
with Dubois wrestling with Auston Matthews, continuing through Neal 
Pionk’s knee of Rasmus Sandin — whose reverse hit on Wheeler last 
April looked particularly dangerous, given Wheeler had just returned from 
a concussion, and into Logan Stanley’s WWE inspired exit from the 
game after Brenden Dillon’s fight with Kyle Clifford.) 

After the game, Wheeler speaks to reporters next to the 23-year-old 
Dubois, who sports a sleeveless T-shirt with Wheeler’s face on it. 

“So, this is a Jansen Harkins original,” Dubois explains. “We all had them 
and then (Harkins) cut the sleeves off and then a few guys were like, 
‘You gotta wear it for the media.’ So I asked Wheels if that was OK, got 
his permission, and he said, ‘Honestly, I would rather you do it with it.’ 
So, here it is. It’s going on sale next week, sleeved options available too. 
No, it’s his 1,000th game, I’ll do whatever he says.” 

“He just wants to show the tats off,” jokes Wheeler. 

He’s in great spirits, buoyed in part by the win, in part by the levity, and in 
part by the fact that the spotlight is finally off of him. 

“I think the best is yet to come, you know what I mean?” he says when I 
ask if he’s had time to reflect. “I feel that way about our group, and that’s 
where my focus is — just having a blast with this team. We take care of 
each other like you saw tonight. They took care of me and performed, 
and we got a hell of a win. It was a great night.” 
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Winnipeg’s story is inextricable from Wheeler’s — even now, even after 
1,000 games, even at 35 years old. They go as he goes and they work 
as hard as he works, even as his career works its way toward its 
inevitable end. 

And Blake’s story is inextricable from Sam’s. 
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Flames prospect Coronato anxious for shot to shine in international 
action 

 

Wes Gilbertson 

 

The pre-teen sharpshooter and his minor-hockey teammates were 
transfixed. 

Now a prized prospect for the Calgary Flames, Matthew Coronato was at 
a tournament in Rhode Island for what he recalls as his favourite memory 
of watching Team USA on the world stage — TJ Oshie’s shootout show-
off at the 2014 Sochi Olympics. 

International rules allow the same marksman to be selected multiple 
times if the tiebreaker stretches on, and Oshie cashed 4-of-6 attempts to 
almost single-handedly hoist the Americans to a victory over Russia. 

“I remember we were on a road trip, my youth team, and our whole team 
was watching that in the hotel together,” said Coronato, who would have 
been 11 at the time. “It was just so fun to watch him do that and to see 
the United States win. Just really cool. 

“Once he got it going, he was hard to stop.” 

Hard to stop. 

Sounds like the sort of thing you might hear from opponents about 
Coronato, a first-year forward for the NCAA’s Harvard Crimson and a 
should-be lock to wear Stars and Stripes later this month at the IIHF 
World Junior Hockey Championship. 

Coronato potted a pair — including a beauty on a fast break — over the 
weekend and was minted Monday as the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference (ECAC) Rookie of the Week. 

As Harvard hits the holiday/exam break, he has already counted six 
goals and a half-dozen assists in 11 outings. Across the Div. I ranks, he 
is one of only three freshmen averaging better than a point-per-game this 
fall. 

The Crimson don’t return to action until January, but this just-turned-19-
year-old plans to play a lot of hockey between now and then. 

Coronato is on Team USA’s preliminary roster for the world juniors, with 
31 hopefuls gathering next week for camp in Plymouth, Mich., for camp. 
The Americans are the defending tournament champs, something that 
Flames puck-stopping prospect Dustin Wolf — the backup for that golden 
group — is probably reminding Canada’s Jakob Pelletier and Connor 
Zary on a frequent basis as all three continue their development as 
rookie pros at AHL Stockton. 

“It’s just the preliminary and there’s another step to make that team, but 
definitely a huge honour to be on that list and something I’m incredibly 
excited for,” said Coronato, who hails from Greenlawn, N.Y. “I’ve never 
gotten to wear that United States jersey, so it will be really special if I get 
the opportunity to do so. I think everybody is just really proud of where 
they come from and the area they live in and their country. So I think just 
to have a chance to represent where you’re from on that kind of stage, 
it’s really special and gives you a great feeling of pride.” 

It’s a bonus that the world junior shindig is returning to Edmonton/Red 
Deer, a chance for Coronato to introduce himself to fans in the province 
that is his future hockey home. 

Certainly, the staffers at the Saddledome are awfully excited about the 
kid they selected with the No. 13 overall pick in the 2021 NHL Draft. 

This rising right-winger was the leading sniper in the United States 
Hockey League last winter, with 57 lamp-lightings in 59 combined 
appearances for the Clark Cup champion Chicago Steel, and hasn’t 
wasted any time proving that he’ll be productive at this next level. 

“When I watch Matthew, I see a lot of Andrew (Mangiapane) in him. He’s 
got that competitiveness,” said Flames development coach Ray Edwards 
of Coronato, a similar build at 5-foot-10 and 185 lb. “He’s not afraid to 
play on the inside of the ice. He’s got a high skill level, very high skill 
level, and a high sense. He thinks the game, he’s ahead it. He can make 
plays in small areas under pressure. And he’s not afraid of the heavy, 
hard games.” 

“He has high-end talent,” echoed general manager Brad Treliving “He’s a 
shooter. He’s got just goal-scorer instincts. He has an NHL release. It 
comes off his stick different than it comes off a lot of other people. And 
he’s very responsible. For a player with that type of skill set, sometimes 
those guys at that age tend to cheat the game or cheat for offence. But 
he’s a real committed guy on both sides of the puck. He has a real knack 
around the net, real high-end offensive instincts, but it’s unique in the 
sense that here’s a guy who plays top line, first power play, but he’s first 
over the boards for penalty kill. That gives you a little indication that even 
at that age, coaches trust him on both sides of the puck. 

“And a very competitive player, too. The things that we value in terms of 
high-end compete, brains and then obviously his ability to finish, those 
are great traits to have.” 

With that ability to finish, Coronato could be a top candidate to be tapped 
for Team USA in the shootout. 

And if he happens to get hot, maybe more than once. 

We’ve seen that before. 

While Oshie’s Captain America performance sticks out for fans south of 
the border, Canadians might recall a similar script from Captain Serious 
at the world juniors in 2007. Jonathan Toews was 3-for-3 in the 
breakaway competition in a semifinal thriller against the U.S. 

“I think you have to mix it up,” Coronato said. “I remember watching 
Oshie, he had I think three or four moves that he went to. So you 
definitely need to have some variety if you’re gonna go that many times 
and have a few good looks you can go with.” 

ICE CHIPS : Flames defence prospect Connor Mackey was saluted as 
the American Hockey League’s Player of the Week. The 25-year-old 
piled up five points — including a pair of short-handed goals — to lead 
the Stockton Heat to back-to-back victories and also registered his first 
Gordie Howe Hat-Trick. 
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What we’ve learned so far from the Flames’ ‘measuring stick’ road trip 
through a tough Pacific Division 

 

By Hailey Salvian Dec 6, 2021  

 

Everyone loves a measuring-stick game. And it’s easy to see why many 
believed Sunday night’s game in Las Vegas was a big one for the 
Flames. 
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The Golden Knights, according to Flames head coach Darryl Sutter and 
multiple players, are still the best of the Western Conference with their 
skill, experience, and the pedigree of a team that has done almost 
everything — Stanley Cup Final and conference finals berths. 

“They’re a great team over there,” Matthew Tkachuk said postgame in 
Vegas. “They haven’t won but they’ve been close. … They’ve been a 
premier team in the West for several years.” 

“They’re the best team on paper,” Sutter said. “They’re clearly the best 
team out West.” 

So, was it a positive sign that the Flames almost came back in the game, 
and only lost 3-2? 

“No,” Sutter said. “We lost.” 

So, now what? 

Well, the Flames are 15-5-5 through the quarter mark of the season. 
They have a three-point lead for first in the Pacific Division, and sit 
second overall in the West and sixth in the league. They have the fewest 
goals against (total and per game), have the best goal differential (plus-
30) and sit top-five in several team metrics (power play, penalty kill, goals 
for, shots for, etc.). And, according to Dom Luszczyszyn, they’re currently 
projected to win the Pacific, with a 96 percent chance at making the 
playoffs. 

GOOD MORNING TO THE CALGARY FLAMES WHO ARE 
CURRENTLY PROJECTED TO WIN THE PACIFIC DIVISION: 
HTTPS://T.CO/JV3RJVGDCE PIC.TWITTER.COM/LBJOGAENOB 

— DOM AT THE ATHLETIC (@DOMLUSZCZYSZYN) DECEMBER 5, 
2021 

Yeah, it would have been nice to beat Vegas in their building. It’s 
something they’ve never done before — the Flames are now 0-7 at T-
Mobile Arena and have been outscored 30-8 in those games. And that’s 
how people measure progress, by teams taking steps in the right 
direction and accomplishing things they’ve never done before. But are 
the Flames not as good as we thought because they came up one goal 
short against a good team in the third game in four nights on the road? 
No. 

And, we have 25 games of evidence to show us what the Flames are: 
Good. 

It’s understandable why skeptics will point to Sunday’s game as a reason 
to doubt things will be different this year. It’s true that Calgary wasn’t 
sharp all game against Vegas and has struggled against teams that play 
hard, fast, playoff-style hockey. And, realistically, this team will really only 
satisfy fans if they have playoff success. 

To have that success, they’ll likely need to get past a team like Vegas, if 
not the Golden Knights themselves. Learning to hang with Vegas, or 
similar playoff teams, is an important next step this team needs to take 
through the regular season because that’s the kind of hockey they’ll be 
playing when the games matter most. 

This four-game road trip within the division will help us monitor where this 
team stands. 

“I think it’s really good for our team, and it’s another measuring stick to 
see where you are at when you get into the division part of it,” Sutter said 
before the first game of the trip. “This trip there are two we haven’t played 
and two we haven’t beaten.” 

They had wins against L.A. and Anaheim and lost to Vegas on Sunday. 
Up next? A rematch against the San Jose Sharks, who they lost to last 
month, and then they return home for another important game against 
the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Before that, let’s get into some things we’ve learned during the trip. 

Vegas continues to be an issue 

As mentioned, the Flames struggle in Las Vegas. And, really, against the 
Golden Knights in general. Since Vegas’ first season in 2017-18, the 
Flames have a 3-9 head-to-head record and have been outscored 45-33 
in those games. 

The Flames have not won against Vegas since March 10, 2019, a 6-3 
win at the Saddledome. So what’s the issue? 

At home, Vegas has a major “house always wins” advantage. We hear 
about it all the time, but their fans and the atmosphere give them an 
edge. It’s hard to go in and win there, plain and simple. But in terms of 
the on-ice, Vegas is an experienced, heavy team with more recent 
playoff experience than teams that long pre-date them. 

As we saw on Sunday, they are fast and read plays very well. If a team 
bobbles the puck or makes a mistake, they’re on it right away and quickly 
turn those moments into odd-man rushes. They have an active blue line, 
but their defence is very strong in front of their net and does a good job of 
not giving up a lot of chances. And when they do, not many of them are 
from the middle of the ice, and, therefore, aren’t particularly dangerous. 

On Sunday, Vegas had the edge in high-danger chances by a wide 
margin (13-2 at five-on-five) and did a very good job keeping the Flames 
on the perimeter. You can see that below, courtesy of Natural Stat Trick. 

I still don’t believe the loss should change how good we’ve perceived the 
Flames have been this year. They weren’t sharp through three periods 
and lost only their fifth game in regulation. It happens. Sutter has 
repeatedly said that building an identity and becoming a team that can 
compete in the playoffs is a process. It doesn’t happen overnight, even if 
the team has been very successful to start the year. There are still steps 
to take though. 

The Pacific is better than we thought it would be 

The Flames being at the top of the division isn’t the only surprise to start 
the season. How about the division itself? 

“Everybody looked at it as a so-called weaker division when the year 
started,” associate coach Ryan Huska said on Friday. “And it’s so far 
from it.” 

Entering the season, the depth of the division was not so clear. Only 
Vegas and Edmonton made the playoffs in 2020-21. The trio of California 
teams projected to be near the bottom of the league standings again. 
Vancouver and Seattle were anybody’s guess. Calgary was assumed to 
be a playoff team due to how weak the division would be. 

After two months, the reality is that the division is much more competitive 
than we thought. 

There is a lot of speed, skill and experience within the division, and 
teams that play heavy, playoff-style games (like Vegas), as well as teams 
that are outperforming their preseason prognostications, like the 
California teams. Dom had a great piece on the California teams, 
evaluating if they can keep this up (hint: some probably can). Vegas had 
a slow start, mainly due to injuries, but is picking back up and will only 
get better with Jack Eichel eventually in the lineup. Other teams have 
underperformed, like Vancouver and Seattle. 

Even Edmonton is an interesting case study. They have a solid 16-7 
record, which puts them eighth in the NHL by point percentage. Yet, 
they’re 7-6 after starting the season 9-1. And, as Daniel Nugent-Bowman 
wrote on Sunday, several issues are starting to come to a head in 
Edmonton. Still, they have Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, two 
game-breaking talents who can make games hard to win. And it’s all 
made for a much more entertaining and competitive division than most of 
us expected. 

“The teams in California we’ve played are younger, faster, and have 
good skill sets,” Huska said. “The games are hard and competitive right 
now. It’s going to be a challenge the rest of the way for us. We played a 
lot of Eastern games, now we’re starting to get some divisional games 
and you notice a difference in the style of hockey that’s for sure.” 
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Tyler Pitlick still hasn’t found his role 

I don’t like to harp on players, especially when I feel I’ve already “done it” 
a few times. But I am still waiting to see Tyler Pitlick offer more value 
than just being there. 

The Flames gave up a third-round pick for Pitlick via trade with Seattle 
this summer, one of the few trades they made this offseason. Prior to 
joining the Flames, Pitlick had an unlucky and unfortunate run of health 
issues that included a torn MCL, a ruptured spleen and testing positive 
for COVID-19. But, he still managed to build a reputation as a player who 
could play tough minutes, could penalty kill and could add some 
secondary scoring in the middle six. 

We really haven’t seen much of that this season. 

Through the first 25 games, Pitlick has been on injured reserve three 
times and missed four games. That is more than his total offensive 
production this season, which is two assists in 21 games. One of those 
assists was on an empty-net goal. 

Pitlick has been on at least five different lines as Sutter continues to 
juggle the bottom six. He’s only averaging approximately 11 minutes per 
game, which is second-to-last on the team, was benched for the entire 
third period on Friday in Anaheim, and is not a key figure on the penalty 
kill — he’s played around four minutes short handed — which remains 
one of the league’s best. His underlying numbers are fine, but his actual 
impact on games hasn’t been great. 

Sometimes not noticing your depth players can be a good thing. It could 
mean that they’re just quietly going about their job. To me, this isn’t that. 
Maybe I wouldn’t be so harsh if he was a free-agent signing making 
league minimum. But the Flames gave up an asset for Pitlick, and he 
carries a $1.75 million cap hit. They need him to settle in here and add 
some value in a secondary role. 

Tyler Pitlick. (Timothy T. Ludwig / USA Today) 

Could Sean Monahan be turning the corner? 

Sean Monahan had, without a doubt, his best game of the season on 
Friday in Anaheim. 

First, he made a great backhand pass to Blake Coleman to tie the game 
in the second period. Then, later in the period, Monahan was left 
completely alone in front of Ducks goalie John Gibson and made no 
mistake in tight. It was his third goal of the season, his first in 12 games, 
and the first at five-on-five. 

“It was nice to see him get rewarded,” Huska said. “He’s been working. 
That’s a hard part when you have a guy who’s used to scoring all the 
time — or regularly, I should say — and they haven’t been going in easy 
for him this year. But he’s been working over the last little while, and you 
just had a sense that eventually it was going to go for him.” 

Friday night, Monahan generated four individual scoring chances and 
had 0.53 individual expected goals. Until that point, he’d never generated 
more than 0.21 individual expected goals at five-on-five. Part of his 
struggles can be explained by a low shooting percentage, only four 
percent at five-on-five, and eight percent in all situations. Both are 
currently career-low rates. There are also his multiple injuries and 
surgeries over the last few years, most recently the hip surgery that 
ended his season early last year. He’s spent most of the preseason, and 
the early games this year, getting back up to speed and playing lower in 
the lineup. 

Could it be the start of something? He didn’t get on the board in Vegas, 
but his performance against Anaheim is reason to be optimistic. 
Secondary scoring has been a consistent topic in Calgary this year, as 
every line but the first line seems to be a work in progress. And getting 
Monahan going could be a key to getting some more offence from the 
middle six. 

“He’s an important player for us,” Huska said. “He does a lot of things 
well. And if we can get him feeling really good about his offensive game 
again, it’s going to make our team that much better.” 

Dan Vladar is the biggest (pleasant) surprise of the season 

If we were to hand out quarter-season awards, the prize of “Best 
Newcomer” or “Biggest Surprise” would have to go to Dan Vladar. Yes, 
Oliver Kylington would be in the conversation for the latter fake prize, but 
Vladar showed, once again, on this trip how valuable he can be for the 
Flames. 

He won his fifth game of the season in Anaheim to continue his near-
perfect start (5-0-1) to his career in Calgary. That win also happened to 
be his first NHL shootout, in which he stopped both Ducks shooters he 
faced before Matthew Tkachuk sealed the game. 

Jacob Markstrom has, understandably, taken on most of the workload in 
the net. But every time Vladar has been called upon, he’s been steady, 
reliable and gets the job done. And with Markstrom and Vladar, the 
Flames have arguably the best goalie tandem in the league right now. 
They’re both in the top five league-wide in goals-against average, save 
percentage and shutouts. 

GP   SV%   RANK   GAA   RANK   SHUTOUTS  
 RANK   

Jacob Markstrom 

19 

0.937 

5th 

1.83 

4th 

5 

1st 

Dan Vladar 

6 

0.939 

3rd 

1.78 

3rd 

2 

tied 3rd most 

Admittedly, when the Flames traded for Vladar this summer, I said it was 
a gamble giving the backup role to a player with four NHL games under 
their belt. But Vladar has gone from one of the biggest question marks on 
the team to one of the biggest positive surprises. 

There’s a job for the taking in Vancouver 

Before the game against Vegas on Sunday night, it was reported — first 
by Sportsnet’s Elliotte Friedman — that Travis Green was out as coach 
of the Canucks. Reports followed that Vancouver would be cleaning 
house. And the team confirmed hours later that Green and general 
manager Jim Benning, among others, had been fired. 

How does this relate to the Flames? 

When thinking of that empty GM seat, one name quickly came to mind: 
Craig Conroy, currently the Flames assistant general manager. 

He’s highly personable, with a resume that includes a decade of front 
office experience to go along with a lengthy NHL career spanning over 
1,000 games. 
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Conroy started working for the Flames as a special assistant to then-
acting general manager Jay Feaster only months after he retired in 2011, 
where he worked in scouting, player evaluation and procurement. He 
was promoted to assistant general manager in 2014 and led the Flames’ 
AHL affiliate (then in Abbotsford) to a decent playoff run before returning 
to the scouting side of the job. 

He’s qualified. He knows the game from an on-ice and front-office 
perspective and has already gone the distance in the GM interview 
process as a finalist for the Buffalo job in 2017, which ultimately went to 
Jason Botterill. He knows how to speak to the media and connect to fans, 
two underrated skills for a GM, but something I’m sure would be 
appreciated in Vancouver right now. And he’s driven by one main goal: 
winning. 

“The end goal is to be an NHL GM and win Stanley Cups, build 
something special, an exciting team that people can be proud of,” Conroy 
said in an interview with Sportsnet 960’s Pat Steinberg. “That’s got to be 
the goal for me.” 

Rasmus Andersson is snakebitten 

Perhaps no clip will illustrate just how unlucky Rasmus Andersson has 
been to start the season than this one. 

Andersson is one of only three Flames regulars (including Erik 
Gudbranson and Pitlick) without a goal this season. With 39 shots on 
goal, it’s not for lack of chances. And as you can see above, he’s getting 
high-danger opportunities, too. 

He isn’t exactly known as a goal-scorer — his career-high is five goals — 
but he has driven the second-most individual expected goals among 
Flames defenders this season (1.7), which indicates a nice level of play-
driving. He just hasn’t capitalized. Like in the example from Sunday, a lot 
of that can be explained by puck luck and facing good goalies. He is 
bound to score soon if he continues to play this way and quarterbacks 
the top power-play unit. 

And to be clear, it hasn’t all been bad luck for Andersson. He’s having an 
excellent bounce-back campaign, and even cracked the top 10 on Dom’s 
Norris Trophy watch. He’s second on the blue line in points with 12 
assists in 25 games, which is over halfway to matching his career high in 
points (22) a quarter of the way into the season. 

While he may be snakebitten, it’s not all bad. Not even close. 

Matthew Tkachuk can do this … 

We’ve seen Tkachuk pull off some impressive goals in the last few years. 
Whether you love it or hate it, the between-the-legs move has become 
his favourite. But, we’ve never seen him attempt a Forsberg shootout 
goal. And his teammates and coaches haven’t either. 

“He went with a lot of speed, which isn’t something he normally does with 
a shootout move, so it was kind of like, ‘I don’t know what he’s going to 
do here,’” Huska said on Friday. “It was a nice move that we haven’t 
really seen in practice from him. 

“I think he’s such a smart offensive player that over the course of a 
game. I think he recognizes situations and he already starts thinking 
about how he might be able to beat a goaltender.” 

“He’s one of those guys where you never really know what to expect,” 
linemate Elias Lindholm said. “He’s got a lot of tricks in his bag and that 
was definitely a new one.” 

When asked to name the move he pulled off, Tkachuk called it the 
“blackout move.” 

“I don’t know, I don’t really remember too much from it,” he told 
Sportsnet. “Guys were all over me for that too, said they’d never seen 
that out of me, I’ve never seen that from myself. … I guess I blacked out 
there.” 
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Edmonton Oilers not getting enough even-strength contributions 

Maybe the bloom of the red-hot start is just off, dog days before 
Christmas 

 

Jim Matheson :Dec 06, 2021 

 

Considering the Vancouver Canucks, with eight wins in their first 25 
games, just fired their GM Jim Benning and their coach Travis Green, the 
fan angst here over the 16-7 Edmonton Oilers’ troubling even-strength 
play and their ongoing slow starts seems the equivalent of picking lint off 
a suit jacket. 

One team just got a dressing down from their angered owner. 

The other needs some care, but it’s not like they need a complete 
makeover. 

“There’s other teams going through some stuff that is more complex and 
serious than what we have,” said Oilers defenceman Tyson Barrie, who 
also knows the Philadelphia Flyers also tied the can to their coach Alain 
Vigneault after eight straight losses. 

“For sure it’s easier to address these things when you’re 16-7. We had a 
great start (9-1) and it’s better to have this record than chasing it, but this 
league is so good if you don’t address it (bad areas), you can be looking 
at a .500 record in no time,” he said. 

“The sky’s not falling in. We’ve lost two in a row,” said Oilers captain 
Connor McDavid. “Perfect position for a reset. We have to respond as 
players. It’s an every-day league and you have to show up for every 
game.” 

McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, who have averaged 22:21 and 22:50 a 
night, had little in the tank against the Los Angeles Kings Sunday. They 
can’t carry the load every night, along with Zach Hyman, the poster boy 
for rolling-up-his-sleeves. 

Maybe the bloom of the red-hot start is just off, dog days before 
Christmas. 

“It’s been awhile since we’ve had a full 82-game season and all the 
travel, that type of stuff. There’s ebbs and flows in a year and obviously 
we’re in a lull. But we can’t let this go on too long,” said McDavid, looking 
at Minnesota, Boston, Carolina and Toronto, a combined 62-27-5, on 
their upcoming playlist. 

“I watched the game (Kings) again today and we were a tired group. 
Heavy legs, not reacting to stuff,” said Oilers coach Dave Tippett who 
cancelled practice Monday, opting for just a video session, after saying 
Sunday he needed more players contributing. 

Does the video show that or does the coach have to say it? 

“Both. There’s lots of conversations going on every day, short or long 
ones. Video sessions don’t lie. It’s a never-ending coaching cycle, with 
five coaches. Everybody has a number of guys every day to talk to,” said 
Tippett. 

The Oilers have scored first in only nine of their 23 games. Only the 
Canucks and Ottawa (eight) and New Jersey (seven) have done it fewer 
times. When they open the scoring, they’re 9-0. When not, they’re 7-7. 

“I’ve been on teams that are notoriously slow-starters. We don’t want to 
be put into that category, but if this keeps up, we will be. There’s no 
tricks, there’s the mindset (opening face-off),” said Barrie. 

“I thought LA was better than us out of the gate, better than us all night 
long,” said McDavid. “I haven’t liked our starts of late … it’s about coming 
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out with real purpose and intent and sticking to it the first 10 minutes to 
back a team up.” 

And five-on-five, where about 48 minutes out of every 60 minutes are 
contested, it’s not good, at all. They’ve scored 48 and given up 54, so -6. 
The Wild, who are here Tuesday, have scored 63 five-on-five and given 
up 47. 

“Most of a game is five-on-five and we have strong special teams which 
helps for sure (34.3 per cent, first on the PP, 85.1 percent, fifth on the 
PK) but five-on-five it’s about taking more pucks to the net, having more 
bodies there, scoring goals on second and third chances … we need to 
work on that,” said McDavid. 

Some regulars are getting caved at even-strength. Derek Ryan, who 
started the season as the third-line centre but is now the fourth, has been 
on for three goals for and a horrid 16 against. 

Warren Foegele, the 3LW has been on for nine goals for and 17 against. 
Zack Kassian, who got some time with McDavid but has been far too 
inconsistent for the coaching staff, is 11-14 ES. The third line, so good 
coming out of camp, was supposed to contribute. They’re not, obviously. 

Ryan has one goal. Foegele has two, Kassian has four. 

The Oilers need a third line that can get in and disturb on the forecheck 
but also score every two or three games. 

Right now, it looks like the Oilers have two fourth lines with Ryan, 
Foegele, who hasn’t scored since Oct. 30 and Kassian, along with Ryan 
McLeod, Colton Sceviour, Tyler Benson, Brendan Perlini, Kyle Turris and 
Devin Shore, when he returns from his leg injury, jockeying around. 

“You have to do a good job of self-assessing, looking yourself in the 
mirror,” said Barrie, who has three goals. “We’re all proud guys in here. If 
you can bring more, you have to do it. It’s your job.” 
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OILERS NOTES: McDavid took first major penalty without grumbling 

McDavid got his first-ever NHL major penalty, also a game misconduct 
with the Los Angeles Kings winger cut on the play 

 

Jim Matheson Publishing date:Dec 06, 2021 

 

Clearly, Connor McDavid’s hit on Adrian Kempe Sunday was a hit from 
behind, on the letters, but nowhere near warranting any NHL 
supplementary discipline. 

McDavid got his first-ever NHL major penalty, also a game misconduct 
with the Los Angeles Kings winger cut on the play. 

It wasn’t vicious by any stretch — nowhere near the wallop Ducks 
defenceman Hampus Lindholm put on McDavid a few years back when 
the Lindholm hit pitched McDavid face-first into the boards with no 
penalty. But it was a major, something McDavid accepted. 

“I like that they have the opportunity to review it on the ice. They stuck 
with the call and that is fine,” said the Oilers captain. 

Two of the more inexperienced NHL refs — Corey Syvret and Pierre 
Lambert—were doing the game. Syvret, brother of ex-Oilers defenceman 
Danny, went into the season with 45 games and Lambert with 175. But it 
was a major. They got it right. 

McDavid’s other NHL misconduct came Jan. 25, 2018 when he got 10 
from ref Steve Kozari for pointing to the scoreboard and saying “go 
upstairs” (video look) after a shootout goal, a dig at the refs whistling off 

what appeared to be a winning OT goal against David Rittich when 
McDavid’s skate clipped the Calgary goalie’s pad. 

“I was frustrated. I hope they’re not too upset with me,” McDavid said at 
that time. 

BEST TOO LEAVE THIS ALONE 

Agent Allan Walsh represents some of the biggest names in the game 
(Marc-Andre Fleury, Jonathan Huberdeau, Max Pacioretty) and is active 
on social media but it’s debatable what his tweet Sunday about client 
William Lagesson not being treated with respect by coach Dave Tippett 
will really do after the Oilers defenceman was a healthy scratch with 
Kings here. 

Lagesson has played solidly since his call-up but at this time the 
organization feels Philip Broberg and Markus Niemelainen are higher up 
their prospect ladder on left defence. He does need a different team and 
frustration is setting in, but he’s been on waivers before with no takers. 

“William Lagesson has his best game in the NHL Friday night (Seattle)? 
What happens? Dave Tippett told him he’s out tonight (vs Los Angeles), 
didn’t tell him to skate with the scratches (Sunday morning), he finds out 
just before the game. It’s the kind of disrespect from a coach that 
destroys teams,” tweeted Walsh. 

Tippett, who was waiting to see if Darnell Nurse (broken finger) would be 
cleared to play Sunday, shrugged off the Walsh criticism. 

“Jimmy (defence coach Playfair) talked to him (Lagesson) before the 
game,” said Tippett. “Just an agent trying to do his job.” 

Agents often phone the GM to ask what’s up with their clients if not 
playing. 

“I didn’t hear from our general manager last night,” said Tippett. 

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF 

While the Kings scored their three on McDavid’s major Sunday, they also 
did it about three years ago, also at Rogers Place. 

On Jan. 2, 2018, Patty Maroon got a major for a high hit to Drew 
Doughty’s head late in the second period and the Kings got power play 
goals from Trevor Lewis, Dustin Brown and Kempe on the Maroon five-
minute penalty on the way to a 5-0 win. Current Kings coach Todd 
McLellan was coaching the Oilers on that night. 

This ‘n that 

McDavid has drawn 10 penalties in his last eight games after five in the 
first 15, as former Hockey News columnist Ken Campbell pointed out. 
So, yes, the NHL predictably paid attention when there was a howl about 
the craziness of the early season blind-eye to calls. 

McDavid had five minors before getting 15 PIMs Sunday. In his first six 
seasons he finished with 18, 26, 26, 20, 28 and 20 PIMs. 

Tippett said Cody Ceci, in Covid protocol since Nov. 30, could be back 
skating Wednesday. He said the defenceman needs a couple of 
(negative) tests. When Ceci returns, they will have to send a defenceman 
back to Bakersfield. 

Injured goalie Mike Smith, out since Oct. 20 (suspected sprained ankle), 
and defenceman Duncan Keith, hurt in Dallas Nov. 23, weren’t on the ice 
either before or during the optional skate with Sunday’s scratches 
Monday at noon. 

Retired Minnesota Wild captain Mikko Koivu will help coach with the 
Finnish world junior team which is in the same pool as Canada for games 
here over Christmas. 

Niemelainen had four more hits Sunday giving him 16 in his three games. 
Sending Dustin Brown flying Sunday was his best since he came up from 
Bakersfield. Brown is one of the NHL’s better hitters himself. 
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Defenceman Philip Broberg did not have a good game against LA, only 
getting 10:25. He’s run the gamut, playing 23:34 against Vegas to half 
that against the Kings. 

Wild captain Jared Spurgeon, who got his one and only NHL hat-trick 
here Feb. 21, 2020, is back skating with the team but the defenceman 
won’t play Tuesday (lower body). 

Wild winger Markus Foligno managed to avoid a 10-game suspension for 
leaving the bench to fight Toronto’s Wayne Simmonds last Saturday. The 
league ruled that while Foligno had left the ice and was sitting on the 
ledge of the bench, nobody had taken his spot on a line change. Kirill 
Kaprizov hung back and didn’t come to replace him. 
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Lowetide: Oilers may find inspiration from 1993-94 Detroit Red Wings 

 

By Allan Mitchell Dec 6, 2021  

  

The 1993-94 Detroit Red Wings were an offensive dynamo who were a 
little below average defensively. The team was strong at centre, building 
a young and complete defence and boasting a young goalie who would 
play a depth role in the team’s championship in 1997. 

The 2021-22 Edmonton Oilers are a match in many areas. The team’s 
victories depend more on offence than defence, the club has two of the 
best centres in the game (Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl) and is in the 
process of building a young and more complete defence. There’s even a 
young goalie emerging. 

There are similarities in the general mood of each franchise and fan 
base. There was great urgency in Detroit, where the team last spent a 
summer with Stanley in 1955. These years later there is a matching 
urgency in Edmonton. 

What did Red Wings owner Mike Ilitch do in 1993 to bring the Cup 
closer? What could the Oilers glean from history? Let’s have a look. 

The coach  

By March 1993, there was change in the wind in Motown. At some point 
that spring, Ilitch had determined removing Bryan Murray from his 
coaching position was the way forward but planned on retaining him as 
general manager. 

In the book “The Road to Hockeytown,” Jim Devellano (at the time senior 
vice-president of the team) goes into great detail about the process of 
hiring Scotty Bowman as the team’s coach. Ilitch was convinced Mike 
Keenan was the answer, Devellano was focused on someone other than 
Keenan. His two main choices were Bowman and Al Arbour, with 
Bowman getting the nod. Keenan would land in New York and lead the 
Rangers to the Stanley Cup in the spring of 1994. 

How could that impact Edmonton? Ilitch was impatient because the team 
was exiting the playoffs early each spring, a scenario that haunted 
Murray when he coached the Washington Capitals in the 1980s. 

Dave Tippett’s Edmonton experience is in Year 3 and the first two 
seasons have seen similar early exits from the playoffs. 

If that trend continues, could we see change? It seems unlikely, but 
Oilers owner Daryl Katz has shown considerable impatience in the past 
and that is a factor. 

The biggest pressures are fan indifference (attendance is averaging just 
over 16,000 a game, not close to capacity) and retaining the impact 

players as they near free agency. The next big player to re-sign will be 
Draisaitl, who reaches free agency in the summer of 2025. 

Unless Oilers general manager Ken Holland gets pressure from above, 
expect Tippett to remain as head coach. Tippett can do himself an 
enormous favour by winning a round or two in the playoffs next spring. 

Who are the current candidates who have the reputations of Bowman 
and Arbour in 1993? They don’t really exist. 

One former Red Wings player who gets plenty of play when discussions 
about prospective head coaches in waiting occur is Lane Lambert. He is 
currently an associate coach with the New York Islanders. 

Another is Jay Woodcroft, coach of the Oilers’ AHL affiliate, the 
Bakersfield Condors. His outstanding work in developing young players 
and familiarity with all players in the organization would be a positive. 

Lidstrom 

Nicklas Lidstrom was a unique and key piece for the Red Wings 
throughout his entire career. He was as close to a perfect defenceman as 
we’ll see in this lifetime, a consistent player across 200 feet who never 
seemed to waste an ounce of effort or be exposed in coverage. 

Finding another Lidstrom is an impossible dream, but identifying players 
who can impact the game offensively and defensively while playing big 
minutes will be key. 

Holland inherited a large pool of young defencemen when he arrived, 
including Darnell Nurse at the NHL level and Evan Bouchard bubbling 
under. The new general manager sent away several promising 
defencemen in short order while looking for experience, notably Ethan 
Bear, who is thriving with the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Edmonton needs good, young defencemen pushing up from the system 
to take over from expensive, older players. 

Philip Broberg represents the first attempt by the organization under 
Holland to draft a complete defenceman. It’s too early to make any 
claims based on performance but in the first games of his NHL career, 
Broberg is showing well in possession metrics. Puck IQ’s numbers break 
down performance by quality of opposition and the results are 
encouraging. He is struggling against elite competition but holding his 
own against mid-level and fourth-line opponents. 

Edmonton needs Broberg or similar to offer support for Nurse, replacing 
what Oscar Klefbom did before his injury. The club also needs Bouchard 
to continue to develop as a useful player in all game states. 

Procurement outside the draft 

Holland has been dealing draft picks at a clip that rivals predecessor 
Peter Chiarelli and the Oilers don’t have a large pool of prospects. In a 
recent look at the top 20 prospects in the organization, it’s clear there will 
be a gap in graduating forwards after Ryan McLeod, Dylan Holloway and 
Tyler Benson push to the NHL in an attempt to become regulars. 

There is great hope for Xavier Bourgault, Carter Savoie and Tyler Tullio, 
but those three won’t play pro until the fall of 2022 at the earliest and may 
not help the big club for a year or more afterward. 

In 1985, Ilitch instructed Devellano to sign the seven biggest college 
names that year to contracts. It was an unheard-of strategy, but Detroit 
signed five of seven: Adam Oates, Ray Staszak, Dale Krentz, Chris 
Cichocki (currently an Oilers pro scout) and Tim Friday. 

Edmonton won’t land that kind of haul in any college free-agent signing 
season, but there are useful players available in any offseason and it’s a 
good way to acquire talent outside the draft. One player worth tracking is 
Omaha-Nebraska forward Taylor Ward, son of former NHL player Dixon 
Ward. His size and skill would make him an attractive target. 

Succession plan 
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In the weeks after the 1994 season, the Red Wings fired Bryan Murray 
as general manager. In early June, the club announced a tweak in roles, 
making Devellano director of hockey operations as well as senior vice-
president. Bowman, who is the greatest hockey coach of all time but 
always wanted more control, was awarded the title of director of player 
personnel. It would give him major say in trades and transactions. 

Holland received a gift from the hockey gods during the transition, as 
Devellano chose him to move from his western Canada scouting position 
to Detroit and the position of assistant general manager. Holland would 
move quickly up the chain and become Detroit’s general manager in the 
summer of 1997. 

He would win three Stanley Cups as general manager in Detroit, in 1998, 
2002 and 2008. 

Holland is in his third season with the Oilers, and at 66 may be looking at 
candidates to replace him in a few years. Like Devellano, who stepped in 
and provided a bridge to the future in Detroit, Holland may choose to 
appoint an assistant general manager in the next couple of years as part 
of a succession plan. 

The top replacement candidate is assistant GM Keith Gretzky, himself a 
candidate for the role in 2019 when Holland took the job. Gretzky was 
Edmonton’s interim GM from January to May 2019 after the organization 
fired Chiarelli. 

Bill Scott would be another internal candidate, his role as an assistant 
general manager and cap specialist increasingly important with each 
passing year. 

Brad Holland, the general manager’s son, worked for NHL hockey ops 
and the Toronto Maple Leafs before joining the Oilers as a pro scout in 
2019. 

Handicapping the favourites from this far away is difficult; a guess would 
be Gretzky as the current choice but the younger Holland has been 
getting some notice and that’s probably not by mistake. 

Things will develop in this area over the coming months and years. 

Urgent 

Daryl Katz purchased the Edmonton Oilers on July 2, 2008. Next Canada 
Day, he will have been the owner of the club for 14 years minus one day. 

Mile Ilitch purchased the Detroit Red Wings on June 22, 1982. His team 
won its first Stanley Cup under his watch on June 7, 1997. He had been 
owner for just shy of 15 years. 

It took Katz over a decade to find a manager-coach combination to open 
up the window to win the Stanley Cup, but it is here. 

There are lessons to be learned from the Red Wings experience and 
Holland was witness to all of them. 

The Oilers are regarded by many as the most exciting team in the NHL. 

That excitement could be matched off the ice in the days ahead, with the 
playoffs in the spring to come impacting the path forward for Holland, the 
coaching staff and the team. 

The past informs the future and on a team expecting a deep run and a 
possible Stanley Cup, the stakes don’t get any higher. 
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The Athletic / Maple Leafs? Wild? Rangers? This week’s top five is 
impossible and I quit. Plus, the Canucks finally blow it up 

 

By Sean McIndoe 

Dec 6, 2021 

 

Last week, I wrote about how difficult it was to do a top five when there 
were at least 10 worthy teams, if not more. I complained that “Often, the 
gap between fifth and sixth is a small one, if it’s even there at all. 
Sometimes, there isn’t much gap between third or fourth and ninth or 
tenth.” 

The hockey gods apparently read that and said: OK, let’s really screw 
with this guy. 

Last week’s mild confusion feels like the good old days now, because I 
have absolutely no idea what to do with this week’s top five. Honestly, it 
feels like all the teams got together and decided to make life difficult for 
the rankings people. Let’s do a quick summary: 

In the Pacific, the Oilers have been in my top five for a month, but 
regulation losses to the Kraken and Kings opened the door for the 
Flames to pass them in the standings as well as in Dom’s projections, 
while the maybe-better-on-paper Golden Knights continued to spin their 
wheels. So now it’s Calgary’s division. But then the Flames lost in 
regulation to Vegas last night, so maybe not. 

The Avalanche finally reached something approaching full power by 
getting Nathan MacKinnon back, setting them up to justify my ongoing 
faith that they’re among the best teams in the league despite what their 
record says. Then they went out an got stomped by the Maple Leafs and 
somehow even lost to the Senators, and now Cale Makar is hurt, and 
also they’ve been caught by the red-hot Stars. Meanwhile, an eternally 
disrespected Minnesota Wild team that didn’t even make my top ten last 
week continues to beat everyone, including those unstoppable Leafs. 

So right, Toronto. This was the week everyone seemed to grudgingly 
accept that they were really good, to the point that the Friday rankings 
guys had them at number one. Then they lost to the Wild, because of 
course they did, except that it was a shootout so it only kind of counts 
and they erased a 3-0 deficit on the road against a good team to get 
there. There was no such comeback last night, as they lost to the Jets by 
a 6-3 final. Also, they’re the Leafs, and nobody thinks they’ve actually got 
a long playoff run in them. While all that was going on the Lightning, who 
I quietly dropped from last week’s top five, were personally offended and 
took it out on the Flyers last night. 

And those are the three easy divisions. The Metro is a complete mess. 
I’ve had the Hurricanes in or around the number one slot all season long, 
but they’ve gone legitimately cold with three straight regulation losses 
before getting back on track against the Sabres. That’s dropped them 
down to third in their own division by points percentage, ever-so-slightly 
behind the Capitals, who were the team I moved up to the top five last 
week. But both teams are now well behind the Rangers, who’ve won six 
straight in a streak that’s truly impressive if you don’t look too closely at 
who they’ve played, but still. Also, their goalie is on the IR now. 

Seriously, what am I supposed to do with all of this? 

By my count, there are 11 teams with a strong claim to a top-five spot, 
and all but one of them made the choice more difficult this week than it 
was last time, either by winning or losing. That one team will be 
rewarded, but as for the rest of them, there are a few ways I could go 
here. The first is to remember that these are the long-term rankings 
where we promise not to overreact to short-term swings, chalk this up as 
a weird week, and stick with basically the same teams we’ve had faith in 
all along while we ride this all out and get some clarity. The second is to 
say screw it, blow it all up and go out on a limb with a new-look rankings 
that shifts everyone around, dropping some big-name teams in favor of 
the preseason underdogs. 

The third options would be to split the difference in a way that leaves 
everyone feeling dissatisfied. You’ll never guess which I chose. On to the 
rankings. 

Road to the Cup 
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The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first franchise in 
three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to admit probably counts 

OK, first things first: No Pacific teams in the top five this week. No Oilers 
(for the first time in four weeks), no Flames, no Golden Knights, no Ducks 
but you knew that part. I’m putting the whole division in timeout until they 
stop confusing me. Knock it off, guys. 

The Tampa Bay Lightning (Eric Hartline / USA TODAY) 

5. Tampa Bay Lightning (15-5-4, +16 true goals differential*) — When in 
doubt, go back to the two-time defending champs. They had an 
impressive week, banking seven of eight points and beating two solid 
teams in the Bruins and the Blues. They also beat the Flyers and yeah, 
we’ll get to them in a bit. 

4. Minnesota Wild (17-6-1, +19) — Do I trust them? Not entirely, but 
they’re beating everyone these days. And maybe more importantly, 
unlike the Rangers or Maple Leafs, their wins are actually translating to a 
nice cushion at the top of their division. They’re seven points clear of the 
second-place Blues, and well ahead of the Avs and Stars in points 
percentage. You’re usually not as good as you look during a hot streak, 
but that doesn’t matter if you bank enough points to cancel out the times 
when you’re cold. The Wild might be doing that right now. 

3. Colorado Avalanche (12-7-2, +13) — This one will be controversial, 
and I get it. They didn’t look good this week, and it’s not like it was a one-
week blip in an otherwise immaculate season. That said, I don’t think 
they were as bad as the scoreboard suggested — the losses to the Leafs 
and Senators were examples of what happens when your starting goalie 
is out and you can’t get a save from the backups, and they did fight back 
from down 5-2 to get a point against Ottawa. 

Granted, “a point against Ottawa” isn’t exactly a ringing endorsement of a 
supposed Cup contender. But we’re all about the long-term here, with a 
focus on who’ll win it all in June and not who’s playing the best in 
December, and most of the sportsbooks still have the Avalanche as the 
Cup favorite, so I’m not crazy here. At some point I have to bail on these 
guys, but for now I’m still willing to continue to fight all of you in the 
comments about it. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (16-6-1, +23) — I’m not panicking… yet. Maybe 
more importantly, I don’t fully trust the Rangers… yet. But we’re getting 
close to that point, and if the Rangers can beat my precious Avalanche 
on Wednesday then I may have to seriously reevaluate my Metro 
Division priors. For now, the Hurricanes are headed out west on a tough 
road trip, so this may be the last time for a while that we see them this 
high. Or at all. 

1. Florida Panthers (17-4-3, +27) — And finally we get to the Panthers, 
the one good team that we didn’t have to talk about up above because 
they actually did what they were supposed to and just won games. 
They’re holding down first place overall in the standings on the strength 
of a 3-0-0 week. Sure, one of them was a in a shootout and they still 
gave up 11 goals in those three games, but I’m grasping for any 
normalcy I can find here. 

The Panthers get the top spot, we thank them for bringing some 
desperately needed stability to our world, and we apologize in advance 
for the loss to the Coyotes this week that we’ve no doubt just manifested. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does 
for some reason. 

Not ranked: Winnipeg Jets — I’m not sure they’re going to finish as the 
NHL’s fifth-best team, you guys. 

It’s been a weird few weeks for the Jets, a team that looks like a legit 
contender on paper but just hasn’t been able to find that gear for most of 
the season. They were sitting at 9-3-3 in mid-November, but lost five 
straight after that, including an embarrassing no-show against the Wild. A 
road win over the Flames seemed to signal the end of the slump, but it 
was immediately followed by a 1-0 shutout loss to the Coyotes. 

That game seemed to resonate with the fan base. The next day, I had a 
post where I wondered whether the Habs, Canucks or Senators was 
Canada’s most miserable team, and a lot of Jets fans showed up in the 
comments to demand entry. 

It’s not that bad, and watching the Jets pump home eight goals against 
the Devils probably settled some nerves in Winnipeg. Even that game 
wasn’t overly encouraging — Murat breaks down the highs and the lows 
here — but when times are tough you take what you can get. Last night, 
they were pretty clearly the better team in a rough one against the Leafs. 
So maybe times aren’t tough anymore? 

The struggling Hurricanes are up next, followed by the Kraken, Canucks 
and Sabres, so there’s a chance to get back on track here. They’ll need 
to bank some points, as an already tight Western playoff race has been 
further complicated by a surging Dallas Stars team that was written off 
too early. I still think they get there, but “there” probably isn’t as high as I 
once thought it would be. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds and a shot 
at Shane Wright. 

By contrast to all that hand-wringing up there, the bottom five remain 
reasonably stable, with only one (mildly heart-breaking) new entry. Bless 
you, my sweet, reasonable, bad-at-hockey friends. 

Jeff Skinner (James Guillory / USA TODAY) 

5. Buffalo Sabres (8-13-3, -21) — I hate to do this to you, Sabres fans, 
and I held out as long as I could. That 5-1-1 start was lots of fun, but it 
feels like it was a long time ago. They’ve won just three of 17 since then, 
are currently in the middle of their third separate losing streak of four or 
more, and have given up 20 goals in their last three games. You hate to 
see it. The good news is that not many Sabres fans are. 

4. Vancouver Canucks (8-15-2, -20) — Off the ice, the big changes we’ve 
been waiting for appear to have finally arrived. Travis Green is out, 
replaced by Bruce Boudreau in a move that leaked out to the media 
before any kind of official announcement because Canucks. Jim Benning 
is gone too, with Stan Smyl taking over on an interim basis. We don’t 
know who’ll get the full-time job, although there are some wild rumors out 
there. Does it seem weird to hire a new coach before a GM? It does, 
yeah. Is it maybe a bad sign that they’ve gone with the “beloved former 
player” gambit in the front office? Maybe, although that’s temporary. The 
key here is that ownership has finally come to accept that change was 
needed, and that’s good news for the team and the fan base. 

The week actually started out reasonably well, and you might have 
thought that a pair of wins against their fellow Canadian trainwrecks 
would buy some time. Nope, as the fans were very clearly not buying it. 

THIS “FIRE BENNING” CHANT WAS LOUD AND CLEAR. 
PIC.TWITTER.COM/WTFCFBD0OA 

— ANDREW WADDEN (@ANDREWWADDEN) DECEMBER 5, 2021 

On the ice, any positivity from that abbreviated road win streak vanished 
with a lousy effort at home against the Penguins. Also on the ice: 
Canucks jerseys. 

3. Montreal Canadiens (6-17-3, -34) — Hey, the Canucks aren’t the only 
Canadian fan base that can toss a jersey. But the bigger news came 
from Jeff Gorton, who met with the media for the first time and earned 
decent reviews. He says that they’ll aim to hire a new GM after the 
holidays and that Dominique Ducharme will be the coach for at least the 
rest of the season. 

2. Ottawa Senators (6-15-1, -29) — The season hit a low point with a 
blowout loss to the Canucks and some grumbling in the fan base about 
D.J. Smith. But they bounced back with wins over the Hurricanes and 
Avalanche, a stretch of good news for a franchise that needed it. They’ve 
got a chance to keep the momentum going with the Devils and Islanders 
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up early in the week before the schedule gets tough with three straight 
against the Florida teams. 

1. Arizona Coyotes (5-17-2, -44) — The week included a 1-0 win and a 7-
1 loss because this team contains multitudes. It also included a rumor 
about a pending move to Houston, because they are the Arizona 
Coyotes. 

Here’s my weird Coyotes stat of the week: They’ve only had three games 
all year where they managed to score more than three goals. They’ve 
lost two of those. 

Not ranked: Philadelphia Flyers — Every year, there’s at least one team 
that isn’t in the bottom five but whose fan base wants them there. Right 
now, that’s the Flyers. Every week I get plenty of feedback from 
Philadelphia fans, all of which boils down to “Just put us in the bottom 
five, you coward”. 

@DOWNGOESBROWN I DON'T CARE WHAT OTTAWA OR 
ARIZONA'S RECORD IS. THE FLYERS HAVE TO BE AT THE 
BOTTOM OF YOUR RANKINGS. IT'S NOT JUST THE TEAM, BUT THE 
WHOLE ORGANIZATION THAT'S TURNED INTO AN 
EMBARRASSMENT. 

— KEVIN LAGOWSKI (@BIGLAGOWSKI) DECEMBER 6, 2021 

I hear you, but I can’t put the Flyers in the bottom five because… well, 
look how bad some of those teams holding down spots are. Do we really 
think the Flyers are going to finish behind any of those teams at the end 
of the year? That seems unlikely; there are eight teams in the league 
right with significantly worse points percentage than the Flyers. 

All that said, yes, this team is terrible right now. They’ve dropped eight in 
a row after last night’s absolute demolition at the hands of the Lightning. 
That one was extreme, but several of those losses haven’t been close, 
and it all adds up to a pretty stunning fall for a team that was sitting at 8-
4-2 on November 16, having recently beaten the Flames, Hurricanes and 
Capitals. They haven’t won since. 

As you might expect, this is not playing well in a notoriously patient and 
chill hockey market. There are all sorts of speculation around Alain 
Vigneault. Chuck Fletcher had to the whole “look, it’s a process” news 
conference thing, and his vote of confidence didn’t work. We don’t seem 
to be into the “Should they trade pending UFA Claude Giroux?” stage of 
the season yet, but that’s probably right around the corner if they can’t 
string together some wins soon. 

If there’s any strand of optimism to grasp at, it’s that the losing streak has 
come against a brutal schedule. The eight games have included three 
against the Lightning, plus appearances by the Bruins, Hurricanes, 
Rangers and Panthers. The Devils were the only game on the slate that 
you might have said the Flyers should be expected to win, and even that 
would have been dicey. 

But that’s the problem. This isn’t some rebuilding team that’s trying to 
take baby steps towards contention. They’re supposed to already be 
there, showing us that last year was a fluke and 2019-20 was what this 
team can really be. It’s fair to say that’s not happening. 

WATCHING MORNING HIGHLIGHTS AND I’M OBSESSED WITH THE 
CONFIDENCE WITH WHICH THESE FLYERS FORWARDS ARE 
ABSOLUTELY BLOWING THE ZONE WITHOUT HESITATION. JUST 
*GONE*, ALL OR NOTHING. MAYBE I NEED A LONGER CLIP FOR 
CONTEXT BUT MAN DOES THAT LOOKS BAD HAHA 
PIC.TWITTER.COM/BCTL1FWU1K 

— JUSTIN BOURNE (@JTBOURNE) DECEMBER 2, 2021 

You could blame last year on Carter Hart if you wanted, but he’s been 
pretty good this year. But they can’t score, and the rebuilt blueline hasn’t 
been much better. Injuries have been an issue, but that’s the case for 
every team. They’re getting speed-bagged at 5-on-5 and the powerplay 
is bad. Vigneault’s got them playing a conservative dump-and-chase 
style, and when you’re winning that feels like a workmanlike, blue-collar 
way to play. They are not winning. 

The question is whether they can start, and the Avalanche showing up 
tonight doesn’t help. The schedule does ease up after that, with the 
Coyotes, Habs and Senators showing up over the next two weeks, plus 
two more against the Devils. That’s a chance to start the long journey 
back into the race – or for Fletcher to figure out that the season is 
completely lost and start working out how to reset for the future. 
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The Athletic / Why Crypto.com made a $700 million bet to rename 
Staples Center — and doesn’t even expect you to use the name 

 

By Bill Shea 

Dec 6, 2021 

 

When news broke last month that the Staples Center would get a new 
name — Crypto.com Arena, beginning Christmas Day — it didn’t take 
long for people to declare on social media they’d never call it that. 

It doesn’t matter all that much, one company executive said. 

“He or she will call it whatever they want, and we’ll be OK with that,” said 
Steven Kalifowitz, chief marketing officer for Crypto.com. “It’s part of a 
broader strategy of getting people to know who we are.” 

That brand recognition strategy, as Kalifowitz explained in a call from 
Hong Kong, is to become both widely known and deeply trusted, in the 
Los Angeles community and beyond — after all, the home of the Lakers 
is one of the world’s busiest and best-known venues. 

And as a player in the emerging cryptocurrency space, the company’s 
thinking is that sports marketing investments like naming rights are one 
proven tactic to carve out brand awareness and gain market share as 
rivals jockey for the same things. 

It doesn’t come cheap: Crypto.com, a Singapore-based crypto exchange 
and mobile wallet provider that claims three million users, is paying $700 
million over 20 years to rebrand the home of the NBA’s Lakers and 
Clippers, WNBA’s Sparks and NHL’s Kings. 

Of course, the company would love everyone to use the name — 
particularly at that price, which is the most money ever spent by a 
company to slap its name on a building. “Crypto.com Arena” will get used 
not just in signage but in traditional and digital media reports about 
games, concerts and events at the building. 

The reality is, rebranding an arena or ballpark is a risky endeavor — 
particularly for a sector of the entertainment business that’s not well 
understood by the general public. It can take years before fans naturally 
adopt the new name. Crypto.com apparently is unbothered by that. 

“I’m happy for them to say, ‘The company that took over Staples Center,’” 
Kalifowitz said. “Over time, it’s really about growth of the business.” 

And the people who refuse to use the new name? 

“People resist change. I realize that,” Kalifowitz said, adding that he’s still 
slightly taken aback to see “Citi Field” instead of “Shea Stadium” exit 
signs when he’s home in New York. “People will change when they’re 
ready.” 

The Staples Center hosts more than 240 games and events annually, 
including the Grammy Awards. 

“Diverse audiences really matter,” Kalifowitz said. “We get to speak to so 
many people.” 
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The building’s four million annual visitors will get a bit more diverse in a 
few years: The Clippers are moving to their own new arena in 2024 — 
with finance software company Intuit paying $500 million over 23 years 
for the naming rights. The soon-to-be Crypto.com Arena will have to fill 
what had been Clippers home game dates with other things — not too 
hard of a task in the nation’s second-largest market and capital of its 
entertainment industry. 

Office supply giant Staples bought the naming rights for $116 million over 
20 years starting when the Anschutz Entertainment Group-owned 
building opened in 1999. The company reportedly agreed to pay more in 
2009 for permanent rights to the arena name, and then in 2019 AEG 
bought back the rights. 

While the Staples Center name has been linked to the arena for almost 
23 years, it’s not perceived as sacrosanct as, say, a Fenway Park or 
Wrigley Field or Madison Square Garden — some of the very old venues 
with a traditional name deeply linked in the public consciousness. 

“The Staples Center is not that old; the naming rights partner, I don’t 
know if they’re still in business,” Kalifowitz said. “There is an attachment 
to the name but not company.” 

(Staples remains in business, with more than 1,000 stores.) 

Kalifowitz said a mutual friend familiar with both AEG and Crypto.com 
connected the companies, both of which were seeking to do a naming 
rights deal. AEG, which didn’t make anyone available to comment, is one 
of the world’s largest venue owners and operators, and it inked a recent 
deal with the Lakers that keeps the team at the arena through the 2041 
season. 

The Lakers are an international brand, and the venue hosts events that 
get attention far beyond Los Angeles, which was appealing, Kalifowitz 
said. Enough so to obligate $700 million to associate itself with the 
building. 

“Certainly, a major attractive element of the Staples Center is the global 
awareness of the facility,” Kalifowitz said. 

Details about the Christmas Day name-change event haven’t been 
disclosed. The Lakers host the Brooklyn Nets that night in primetime on 
the league’s traditionally most-watched TV date until the NBA Finals. 

A sign outside Staples Center in November touts the arena’s new name. 
It officially becomes Crypto.com Arena on Christmas Day. (Gary A. 
Vasquez / USA Today) 

Sports naming rights really took off in the second half of the 20th century, 
and deals have continued to get done in both good and bad economic 
times. Even during pandemics. 

In August, Sports Business Journal reported that $1.2 billion worth of 
new or extended naming rights deals were completed from Jan. 1, 2020, 
through July 27, 2021, at 79 U.S. and Canadian ballparks and arenas. 
That includes 22 pro sports facilities (accounting for more than $1 billion 
worth of the deals) with the remainder being minor league, college and 
youth sports venues. 

The risk that the venue name will be a flop is ever-present. And so is the 
threat that something tragic or embarrassing will occur with the company 
that bought the name. Or the naming rights partner goes bankrupt, is 
bought, changes focus, etc. When the Crypto.com Arena deal was 
announced, both the public and media were quick to mention failures or 
awkward changes such as Enron Field, 3com Park, CMGI Field, Sports 
Authority Field, Jobing.com Arena, PSINet Stadium and other former 
corporate names on sports buildings. 

Unlike an insurance company or beer brand, the American public is still 
coming to grips with the cryptocurrency sector’s Kool-Aid Man-bursts-
through-the-wall arrival in the wider culture. Millions are learning about 
terms and concepts such as crypto, Bitcoin, digital wallets, blockchain, 
gas fees and non-fungible tokens. 

It’s complicated, mysterious and not without controversy — the 
blockchain technology that powers the sector consumes environmentally 
bad quantities of energy, and cryptocurrencies are wildly volatile in value, 
more akin to a stock share price than a government currency. It could be 
a fad bubble or pyramid scheme. And the selling point that crypto is 
decentralized and unregulated compared to fiat currencies — the U.S. 
dollar — is troubling to many. 

Those conditions remain a reality for the industry and are why Kalifowitz 
says Crypto.com is using naming rights to convince potential customers 
that it’s trustworthy and stable. 

“A big part of the strategy is, ‘How do we communicate the fact the 
industry is not going anywhere and we’re not going anywhere,’” Kalifowitz 
said. “The best expression of that is something like this, putting your 
name on a building.” 

How true that is will unfold over the next 20 years, or sooner. 

Rob Yowell, president of Gemini Sports Group in Arizona, who has been 
involved in naming rights deals in his more than 20-year career in the 
business, believes crypto is here to stay in the sports marketing space 
and in general. 

One of his clients, a crypto investment advisory firm called XBTO, landed 
a deal in September to put its logo on Inter Miami’s jerseys. 

“(Crypto) is going to be one of the big spending categories in the very 
near future,” Yowell said. “It’s the new finance and it’s exploded and here 
it is.” 

Yowell expects to see an increase in major naming rights deals not only 
in crypto, but also in the gambling sector, and eventually in CBD and 
cannabis (once legal issues are sorted out). He acknowledged that some 
of the crypto players will get bought up, merge or fail. 

“There is risk in any deal. We’ve seen banks disappear. We’ve seen 
traditional businesses struggle,” Yowell said. 

Buying a building name can work from a business growth perspective 
even if the general public doesn’t care for the name, said Jim 
Pokrywczynski, an expert in sports marketing as an associate professor 
of strategic communications at Marquette University. 

“Chicago and U.S. Cellular Field is the best recent example of an 
objective of penetrating a market,” Pokrywczynski said. “They were a 
‘Who?’ when they bought the rights to the White Sox baseball stadium. 
They converted that market into one quite fruitful for them.” 

The $700 million that Crypto.com is paying is certainly a headline-
grabbing figure, averaging $35 million annually. Pokrywczynski 
contrasted that annual cost to NBC charging $6 million for 30 seconds of 
commercial airtime in the upcoming Super Bowl LVI at L.A.’s Sofi 
Stadium in February. 

“It only gets you seven Super Bowl ads in a five-hour period,” 
Pokrywczynski said. 

It’s one thing for an established brand to invest that much for TV spots to 
reach 100 million viewers. It’s riskier for new companies, even cash-flush 
cryptocurrency firms. 

“That’s certainly a risk with companies that don’t have an established 
business model, if you will,” Pokrywczynski said. 

There is a long-term risk for AEG and the arena, too, if Crypto.com goes 
bust. That would mean another name would likely be sought out, and 
buildings that get several names lose value. 

“Then it becomes a laughingstock in the community and then it becomes 
harder and harder to secure a partner,” said Kyle Canter, COO at 
Cleveland-based The Superlative Group Inc., which handles buy- and 
sell-side naming rights negotiations. 

Superlative represented Miami-Dade County in the 19-year, $135 million 
naming rights agreement it signed earlier this year for the Miami Heat’s 
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arena, which had been American Airlines Arena since 1999. It sold the 
rights to FTX, a cryptocurrency exchange that’s perhaps the biggest 
sports marketing rival to Crypto.com. 

Canter noted that venues like the Miami Dolphins’ home stadium seem to 
change names every few years. It opened as Joe Robbie Stadium in 
1987 and has gone through nine names since, from the team founder’s 
name, to Pro Player and Land Shark and, since 2016, Hard Rock 
Stadium thanks to an 18-year, $250 million deal with the restaurant 
chain. 

The NHL’s Florida Panthers play at FLA Live Arena. Its former names 
include National Car Rental Center, Office Depot Center, BankAtlantic 
Center, and BB&T Center. 

Hard Rock Stadium is the latest name on the Miami Dolphins’ home. 
Corporate branding carries with it the risk of needing frequent name 
changes. (Kim Klement / USA Today) 

Diluting a venue name’s value isn’t good for business, but the deals will 
remain lucrative for both buyer and seller. 

“When you think about stadiums in certain markets, people around the 
country and around the world identify companies by the name,” Canter 
said. 

Crypto.com’s Kalifowitz said his company’s L.A. naming rights deal is 
almost a steal, even if people won’t regularly use the name for years. 

“I think it’s an extremely efficient deal in terms of costs,” he said. 

That’s because the deal price is locked in over a full generation against 
inflation, he said. It’s akin to a player landing a gargantuan contract today 
but whose average annual value in a decade is no longer remarkable. 
Plus, a building doesn’t lose its ability to get on base. 

“This (arena) offers value that few stadiums can offer,” Kalifowitz said. 

Compared to what other companies are paying to get into the sports 
marketing space, he may not be wrong. For example, Japanese 
ecommerce company Rakuten paid the Golden State Warriors $100 
million over five seasons for a small jersey patch and recently re-upped. 

Still, people casually using the new name makes a better deal. 

“The more word of mouth benefit achieved, the more valuable the 
partnership,” Canter said, “even if such metrics are nearly impossible to 
quantify.” 

He understands the hesitation and criticism, he added. 

“Any time you see a category that didn’t exist a year ago receive a couple 
billion dollars in sponsorship commit over a year, it’s natural to have that 
kind of a reaction,” Canter said. “The industry continues to move 
themselves out of being this dark business and moving into the 
mainstream. It just takes cash and they have it.” 

Basia Wojcik, vice president of sports and development at The Marketing 
Arm, a Dallas-based sports marketing agency, agreed with that 
sentiment. 

“I feel like they’re here to stay. They want to make some sort of big 
splash in the marketplace to say, ‘We’re here and credible,’” she said. “I 
don’t think it matters if you and I call it the Staples Center. They’re going 
to get that pick-up when there is an event.” 

She’s a bit more skeptical of the price. 

“Are there justified business results from spending $700 million dollars? 
That’s a ridiculous amount of money,” Wojcik said. “It’s a 20-year deal. 
Business changes in six months to a year, especially in that area, let 
alone 20 years.” 

With the L.A. arena deal, Crypto.com has earmarked more than $1 billion 
this year to sports marketing: 

A $175 million, 10-year branding partnership with Ultimate Fighting 
Championship; 

A five-year, $100 million marketing effort with Formula 1; 

A six-year jersey patch deal with the Philadelphia 76ers, whose terms 
haven’t been released but reportedly are at least $10 million a season; 

A three-year, $34 million deal to become Paris Saint-Germain’s 
cryptocurrency partner. 

San Francisco-based rival FTX.US, the American operation of Hong 
Kong-based FTX, is the other big spender on sports naming rights and 
marketing. Aside from the Miami Heat deal, the firm paid to put its name 
on the Cal Bears football stadium along with an MLB deal to become 
baseball’s official cryptocurrency exchange — a pact that put the FTX 
logo on umpire jerseys this season. FTX’s brand ambassador portfolio 
includes Tom Brady, Stephen Curry, Trevor Lawrence and Shohei 
Ohtani. 

Jonathan Jensen, a sports marketing expert and professor at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, laid out the likely scenarios for 
the crypto-branded venues. 

“I could see this going both ways. On the one hand, if a firm has the 
resources, there may not be a better tool for going from 0 to 60 in brand 
awareness than a naming rights partnership,” he said via email. 
“Particularly if it’s supported by media so the name will be featured during 
the broadcasts of premier events occurring within the facility, a brand that 
starts with little to no awareness on a national level can really jumpstart 
that process through naming rights. 

“On the other hand, particularly in the case of a brand taking over for the 
original naming rights partner, such as what FTX is trying to do in 
replacing American Airlines in Miami, it can certainly be an uphill battle,” 
Jensen said. “And even if consumers are more readily able to recognize 
the brand due to the partnership, if they don’t know what FTX is or they 
are not a target consumer there may in the end not be a lot of positive 
ROI.” 

Key to making such naming rights deals — or partnerships with most any 
category — is an integrated marketing campaign and not just a name 
bolted to the arena. That includes events, activations and making the 
product available in the venue for transactions and education. 

“For a newcomer, you can’t just rely on naming rights to do all of the 
heavy lifting, even a partnership as large as this is not going to boil the 
ocean,” Jensen said. “In the example of FTX, they have already 
partnered with athletes, they have great creative in a Super Bowl ad, and 
they are branching out across sports like with MLB and college. They 
seem to realize that in today’s cluttered environment you have to have 
multiple touchpoints in order to break through.” 

Today, only a handful of sports venues are without a corporate name, 
including eight in Major League Baseball, three in the NFL, and Madison 
Square Garden for the NBA and NHL. 

The rest are labeled with the names of banks, energy providers, insurers, 
car brands, airlines, tech and telecom giants, food and beverage, 
gambling, and retail brands. They’d all love for fans to use the name, but 
each have their own business goals and ROI measurements. 

“Way down the list is having you and me call it something,” Yowell said. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks find spark in Boudreau’s debut, stepping into 
their new world with a win 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 
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VANCOUVER – From chants of “Fire Benning!” to “Bruce, there it is!” 
Yes, a lot changed for the Vancouver Canucks over 48 hours. 

At the start of a new era, with Bruce Boudreau as the head coach and a 
management committee headed by Stan Smyl replacing fired general 
manager Jim Benning, the Canucks actually won a game on Monday, 
beating the Los Angeles Kings 4-0. 

Two nights after many fans booed the Canucks off the ice following a 4-1 
loss to the Pittsburgh Penguins, most of those still inside Rogers Arena 
at the end of Monday’s game stood and cheered. Clearly, it wasn’t just 
about the game. 

It was the first night in four-and-a-half years without Travis Green 
coaching the Canucks, the first in seven-and-a-half years without 
Benning in charge of the roster. 

“Bruce has a lot of positive energy and he wants to get the best out of his 
players,” captain Bo Horvat said after the morning skate. “He has a few 
new ideas and ways that he thinks we can improve as a team. I’m 
excited to get that going here tonight. 

“I think it’s exciting for the young guys, it’s exciting for even the older 
guys as well... to have a new voice and a guy who’s going to play us a 
tonne. It’s up to us to perform for him. Our team needed a spark, and 
Bruce coming in and having positive energy and wanting us to do well 
and believing in our group, I think it brings us new life.” 

The Canucks did look re-energized, although you wonder how much less 
enthusiasm there would have been had Vancouver goalie Thatcher 
Demko not stopped Adrian Kempe on an early breakaway and stopped 
all 31 Los Angeles shots for his first shutout of the season. 

There was other evidence of a brave new world: Brock Boeser scored his 
first goal in 14 games, Elias Pettersson killed penalties, and someone 
named Juho Lammikko scored his first goal since the Canucks acquired 
him from Florida in a pre-season trade. 

“We worked hard,” Pettersson said after the game. “I mean, I think 
everybody was working, we were playing as a team, everybody was 
working. Trust your teammate. I think we did that tonight.” 

Asked how he got on to the penalty-kill unit, on which Pettersson earned 
a second-period penalty shot that he missed, the struggling Swede said 
his name was on the list. 

“I was on the PK meeting list, so I just go there and listen with both ears 
and learn,” he explained. “I've been in a few PK meetings before, but (it 
was the) first or second time being on the ice on a PK.” 

Boudreau used eight forwards shorthanded, about doubling the typical 
contingent of penalty killers that Green used from a lineup mostly devoid 
of them. Vancouver killed both Los Angeles power plays. 

Boeser had a goal and assist, matching his offensive numbers from the 
previous 12 games. J.T. Miller scored on a late power play, and Conor 
Garland snatched the Canucks’ other goal while playing on an effective 
line with Pettersson and rookie Vasily Podkolzin. 

Quinn Hughes logged 26:12 of ice time on defence, but playing time was 
otherwise spread by new blue-line coach Scott Walker. The next busiest 
defenceman was Tyler Myers with 18:42 of ice time. Horvat led all 
forwards with 18:22 of ice time and Lammikko, a healthy scratch the last 
five games under Green, and fellow fourth-liner Tyler Motte were the only 
ones under 10 minutes, albeit barely. 

The Canucks out-hit the Kings 31-17. 

“We're better than what we've performed so far this season,” Pettersson 
said when asked about a morning team meeting with Smyl. “We know it, 
you guys know it, the fans know it. That was basically the message: we 

need to not point fingers, we need to do this together because no one 
else is going to do it for us.” 

The Canucks' new era begins 

After initiating seismic changes to the Vancouver Canucks' front office 
over the weekend, franchise owner Francesco Aquilini addressed the 
media on Monday. Here's what you need to know. 

| The Canucks hope changes can help them find a new identity 

| Despite their struggles, belief in Canucks' core remains 

| The Canucks are betting on Boudreau's experience 

| In first practice, players were happy for a fresh start 

Pettersson also thanked Benning and Green during his post-game press 
conference. 

“Jim was the guy that made my dream come true, drafting me,” 
Pettersson said. “And Travis was the first coach in the NHL for me. I want 
to thank those guys and all the best to them in the future.” 

But his coach is now Boudreau, who has managed to generate a bounce 
– and a lot of wins – at earlier postings in Washington, Anaheim and 
Minnesota. 

“His track record is really good at coming into a new team and getting the 
most out of the guys,” veteran defenceman Oliver Ekman-Larsson said. “I 
think he’s really going to help us. But at the same time, I think the 
message was pretty clear and that we’ve got to believe in that room and 
play for each other. 

“Bottom line, it’s going to be us players in that room looking to get us out 
of this.” 

Boudreau will coach his first full practice with the Canucks on Tuesday, 
before taking his perfect record into Vancouver’s game Wednesday 
against the Boston Bruins. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Emphasizing the importance of accountability, Canucks 
enter a new era 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

December 6, 2021, 10:57 PM 

 

VANCOUVER -- As a captain and player in the 1980s on some of the 
worst teams in Vancouver Canucks history, which is saying something, 
Stan Smyl stood out for the ferocity with which he battled to win when 
there was frequently little chance of doing so. 

Smyl never gave up, never turned away from the fight. He bled Canucks 
colours, which is why it killed him a little at Rogers Arena on Saturday 
when he saw those colours trashed by a fan whose act of protest against 
Vancouver’s atrocious start to the season was to heave their jersey to the 
ice near the end of a dismal 4-1 loss to the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

That turned out to be the final Canucks game for general manager Jim 
Benning, head coach Travis Green and their top assistants. 

It was clear from Monday’s press conference, headlined by owner 
Francesco Aquilini and Smyl, whose lifetime spent with the Canucks has 
culminated with a posting as interim general manager, that the temporary 
boss of hockey operations wants the current players to bleed as he did, 
to fight to win. 
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For all his mistakes as GM, Benning left behind an impressive handful of 
young core players. Captain Bo Horvat is still only 26. Goalie Thatcher 
Demko and winger Conor Garland are 25. Brock Boeser is 24, Elias 
Pettersson, 23, Quinn Hughes, 22. And they could be joined as core 
players by Vasily Podkolzin and Nils Hoglander, both on the National 
Hockey League team at age 20. 

That’s a lot to work with, and it’s why the Canucks won’t be embarking on 
a rebuild and auctioning off assets, despite Aquilini’s assertion that the 
next general manager, whenever one is hired, will decide if a rebuild is 
necessary. 

But what the Canucks need is for these players, who have thrived when 
there was no real expectations, to, you know, win -- start bleeding team 
colours. 

There is a new coach in Bruce Boudreau, but a new buzzword, too: 
Accountability. 

The players already understand the challenge. 

As veteran winger Tanner Pearson said after Monday’s morning skate: 
“We’re the ones that are on the ice doing a job, right? So if we’re not 
(responsible), we’re kind of kidding ourselves. Accountability has to be 
the key thing right now.” 

Benning stopped engaging with fans and built a roster with significant 
holes. Green failed to get anywhere close to the best out of his top 
players this season. It was time for change. The Benning regime was 
stale. 

But the reason the Canucks made broader changes Sunday night than at 
any other time in their 51-year existence is because of the players. It’s 
almost always that way in sports. 

So, what are the players going to do now? 

“I think everyone was waiting for something to happen,” Smyl said. “Was 
it a decision on the GM? Was it the decision on the coach? We didn't 
have all those answers. And the players are looking around for answers. 
And what happens when you get to this point is that you start finger 
pointing. 

“We all have a responsibility here. You're all professional athletes, and 
the only people that are going to make any difference is the players in the 
dressing room and the sense of direction we want to go as an 
organization. I think we'd lost track of that. For what reasons, I don't 
know. But we're going to get the sense of direction on track.” 

Smyl further explained: “I think the players, to get to the NHL, are all put 
in different situations. And pressure is one of them. Accountability is 
another one, and I think they've gone through that experience at some 
level. This is what we've gotten away from within our organization.” 

“We were hoping for a turnaround,” Aquilini said. “I mean, everybody was 
optimistic. I was optimistic, probably too patient. Maybe we should have 
done it sooner, I don't know. It just came to a point where a decision had 
to be made. Something had to be done. 

“I think we have a lot of, you know, good, young players. We have a good 
core, we have a great goaltender. There's a lot of good pieces in place 
and why it's not working, I don't know. I wish I had the answer. It's very 
complicated. But I definitely believe in this group.” 

Aquilini said he will conduct a “thorough and exhaustive” search for the 
next general manager and floated the possibility of also hiring a president 
of hockey operations to replace Trevor Linden, whose willingness to 
speak for the organization and act as a buffer between owner and GM 
have been badly missed since he was pushed out in 2018. 

The owner said “everything is on the table.” He said he hasn’t spoken 
recently to former Montreal Canadiens general manager Marc Bergevin 
and, when pressed, wouldn’t rule out bringing back a former employee – 
such as ex-GM Mike Gillis, whose advocates in the media-analytics 

community seem to outnumber his advocates around the NHL since 
Gillis has been without a major title in hockey the last seven years. 

Aquilini’s search may take all season, which is why he went out of order 
by hiring a new coach before a new GM. The Canucks couldn’t wait any 
longer to do something. They couldn’t have any more home games with 
paying customers discarding their jerseys and booing players and 
chanting for Benning to be fired. 

Elevated from his title of special advisor to the general manager, Smyl 
will lead an interim management committee that includes player-
development director and minor-league GM Ryan Johnson, Canucks 
icons Daniel and Henrik Sedin and surviving assistant GM Chris Gear. 
There is a lot of character in that group. 

If the Sedins are talking to you about culture and accountability, you had 
better listen. 

Asked what he has learned from the last seven seasons, which have 
included only two playoff appearances, Aquilini said: 

“I mean, there's so many lessons. I think, you know, from this last seven 
years, I think building a culture is really important. I think that's probably 
what I learned: it's about culture and about values in which you 
collectively believe together. 

"That's something that's always evolving. . . coming together as a group 
and believing in something, making you do something that's probably 
beyond your capability because you want to do it, because your group is 
there. That's what I learned about culture.” 

Building that is harder to do than hiring a coach or a general manager. 

“The status quo was just not acceptable,” Aquilini said, reading a 
prepared statement at the start of his press conference. “My family and I 
are committed to this team, our fans and the great city of Vancouver. We 
will get this right and we will make you proud.” 

Also easy to say, harder to do. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens notebook: Depleted roster creating 
opportunities for younger players 

 

Eric Engels@EricEngels 

December 6, 2021, 3:58 PM 

 

BROSSARD, Que. — You don’t need to look much further than the NHL 
standings to see how different things have been for the Montreal 
Canadiens since they appeared in the 2021 Stanley Cup Final, but one 
look at their practice roster ahead of their first game against the team 
they lost to last summer really drives it home. 

On Monday, 31 hours before welcoming the Tampa Bay Lightning to the 
Bell Centre, only four Canadiens forwards and three defencemen 
practising had played for their side in the Final. 

Roster turnover from year to year in the salary cap era is an inescapable 
reality, but this is something else. 

“It’s not the ideal situation,” Canadiens head coach Dominique Ducharme 
said after practice. “It’s not what we planned for, that’s for sure. ... Every 
day we’re losing a guy or two. Hopefully, at one point, it’s going to stop 
and everyone comes back healthy.” 

That day doesn’t appear to be coming soon. 
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The players who have been out the longest won’t be back in action for 
some time. Ducharme said Carey Price, who checked into the 
NHL/NHLPA players assistance program before the season started, 
likely won’t be back before Christmas. 

Price left halfway through rehabbing from off-season knee surgery and 
returned in early November to get back to the process, but he has yet to 
step on the ice in goaltending equipment and there’s no timeline in place 
for him to do so. 

Joel Edmundson suffered a back injury just before training camp started 
and — despite finally getting into a full practice last week — likely won’t 
return this month. Doctors have ruled out surgery, but Ducharme said 
he’s back to Square 1 in his recovery. 

Also sidelined for weeks: Josh Anderson, with an upper-body injury. 

And on Monday, Tyler Toffoli was given a similar prognosis, also for an 
upper-body injury sustained on Saturday. 

“It’s looking like he’s going to be out a while,” said Ducharme. 

Who knows how long it will be for Joel Armia and Jeff Petry, who both 
missed Monday’s practice and are considered doubtful to face the 
Lightning. 

We know Brendan Gallagher and Sami Niku won’t play. Both are in 
quarantine for several more days after testing positive for COVID-19 last 
week. 

Shea Weber, the team’s captain, may never play again. This downhill 
slide for the 6-17-3 Canadiens began with off-season news that he was 
too injured to continue his career. 

Things got worse with the departures of Phillip Danault, Corey Perry, Eric 
Staal and Jesperi Kotkaniemi, and now the team that faces Tampa on 
Tuesday bears no resemblance to the one that dressed for those games 
back in July. 

Play the kids 

Ducharme said he hasn’t yet been given any directive from new 
executive VP of hockey operations Jeff Gorton to give more opportunities 
to the young players on his roster, but it’s not as if he has a choice. 

The injury situation has necessitated it anyway. 

Ryan Poehling, 22, has already taken on more responsibilities at centre, 
21-year-old Alexander Romanov played 24:24 against the Nashville 
Predators on Saturday, and 20-year-old Cole Caufield is likely to get 
elevated after registering two assists against Nashville. 

Ducharme will have plenty of incentive to give 23-year-old Kale Clague a 
significant opportunity against Tampa. 

The Canadiens claimed the young defencemen off waivers from the Los 
Angeles Kings on Saturday, giving him a chance to take a step towards a 
full-time NHL job. 

“It’s an interesting project,” said Ducharme. “He’s still young, too. He has 
good qualities: he skates well, has good vision, skates with the puck and 
moves it well. So, he has good tools, now it’s up to him. He has an 
opportunity to show he can contribute here and make a place for 
himself.” 

Clague estimates he’ll do that by relying on his skating, his puck 
movement and his power-play ability. 

There’s certainly some offence in this player. While he’s still looking for 
his NHL goal, he’s produced 11 assists in 33 games at this level. But if 
Clague wants to cement his place in the league after bouncing back 
down to the AHL a few times since being drafted 51st overall by the 
Kings in 2016, he knows it’ll have to be in also proving what he can do 
defensively. 

“I think when I first got to L.A., it was always just wanted to get better in 
my defensive game from the hash marks down,” said the six-foot, 177-

pounder who also acknowledged outmuscling players wouldn’t be his 
method of defending. 

“I think I’ve taken huge strides in that area and I think when I have the 
puck on my stick, I think my game is really effective. Just want to stay 
focused on the defensive side and making sure I’m breaking up a lot 
plays and then get the puck in my hands and get it going to the forwards 
as fast as I can.” 

That’s the key for any defenceman with his skill set. 

Mattias Norlinder has a similar one, but he’s having a hard time showing 
it at this level. And while many will point the finger at Ducharme for that 
— Norlinder played just 8:58 against the Predators — it’s really because 
the player has appeared as though he’s just trying to survive his shifts. 

This is a normal thing for any 21-year-old defenceman playing on the 
North American ice surface for the first time and doing so in the NHL of 
all places. That Norlinder missed several weeks with an injury he 
suffered early in training camp certainly didn’t help his adjustment. 

Still, there’s no denying he’s gained valuable experience already. From 
just spending this much time in Montreal, getting acquainted with the 
organization and new teammates and practising and playing in the NHL, 
this experience will serve Norlinder well as he continues his 
development. 

But we’ve reached the point where he’s not likely to gain much more 
valuable experience in Montreal this season. And we don’t think more 
ice-time in games with the Canadiens is the solution — it would probably 
be even more detrimental to his development to put him in over his head. 

“I think Jeff (Gorton) will have some discussions with him and we’ll see 
what we’re going to do,” said Ducharme. 

What they should do is obvious at this point: It’s time to send Norlinder 
back to Sweden, where he can play big minutes on Frolunda, which 
currently ranks as the top team in the SHL. 

How to build an analytics department 

We asked that question to Meghan Chayka, who founded data and 
analytics company Stathletes 11 years ago and now oversees a massive 
operation and staff. 

“I think that totally depends on personnel, how much staffing you have in 
other departments and how much they can do in terms of understanding 
and interpreting data sets and be able to action amongst their group,” 
Chayka said. “And I just say that because I know when I work with other 
leagues, whether it’s NBA or MLB, some of them have analytics 
departments that are up to like 20-30 people that interface and have 
different touch points with data, with data scientists, data analysts and 
data engineers.” 

We don’t foresee the Canadiens going from zero to 30 employees on the 
tech side, but Chayka’s point about having all types of different people 
within an analytics department resonates. 

As she pointed out, there’s too much data and too much that needs to be 
done with it to have just one or two people on staff make a tangible 
difference. 

“No one’s an engineer and a data scientist and a data analyst and a 
translator all in one,” Chayka added, emphasizing the need to have 
several people designing software and front-end solutions scouts and 
other members of the organization can use as tools to input information, 
the need to have others to experiment with the data and analyze it and, 
last but not least, people in place to translate conclusions to upper 
management and coaches. 

When it comes to getting the most out of creating a staff dedicated to 
analytics, having someone high up the chain in hockey operations serve 
as a translator feels like a must. 

“It’s typically someone who has a lot of knowledge on both ends,” said 
Chayka. “I have a lot of reps dealing with agents, dealing with scouts and 
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managers and players, and you come to understand the problems from 
those peoples’ perspectives and learn the language they speak. If you 
have enough technical knowledge to explain how certain models or 
applications work and how they can use them to the best of their ability 
without being misled, it’s important to do it in their language.” 

We asked her if she’d be interested in doing that, but she seemed to 
have bigger ambitions than that. 

“We have a very great group,” said Chayka. “I head up over 100 people. 
Unless the Canadiens have a department that’ll be much bigger than I 
think it will, I already have a job that’s more fulfilling in terms of my skill 
set. I like being an entrepreneur, I like building, I like the tech side a lot. I 
think I have so much more to accomplish right now, but I’m always 
interested to hear what’s out there. 

"I think, knock on wood, there should be more women not only running 
departments but being assistant GMs, GMs and presidents. I’m actively 
looking to build networks up so that women not only reach those levels 
but stay at them.” 

Would Meghan want to become the second Chayka (brother John ran 
the Arizona Coyotes from 2016-20) to become a GM in the NHL? 

“I’m incredibly interested,” she said. “I work alongside agents and players 
and trainers. But I think you need a lot of reps to be really successful in 
any sort of area, so for me to get touchpoints in all these different areas 
is key. I wouldn’t want to step into a role before I had a slam dunk in 
terms of understanding how I could be successful. 

“But I haven’t set my objectives in terms of that’s my only goal. I would 
just as much want to be Prime Minister of Canada as that sort of thing. I 
see my career as fairly fluid, and I think that’s what makes it exciting.” 
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TSN.CA / Keefe has found something with Kerfoot on the wing 

 

Travis Yost 

 

The Toronto Maple Leafs were one of the teams that had to make a 
difficult decision in preparation for the Seattle Kraken expansion draft. 

Due to a cap on the number of same-position players a team can protect 
and their strength up front, the Maple Leafs used a protection slot on 
defenceman Justin Holl – a controversial move at the time. 

The decision was debated for several reasons. Chief among them was 
the fact that Holl hadn’t established himself as anything more than a solid 
bottom-four defender, and the opportunity cost of protecting Holl meant 
exposing more talented forwards. 

The Kraken grabbed winger Jared McCann, just days after the Leafs had 
acquired him from the Penguins. McCann is 36th in rate scoring (15 
points in 19 games) through the first two months of the season, with John 
Tavares and Auston Matthews as the only two Leafs with better marks. 

The bet on Holl was also multi-faceted. The team liked what they had in a 
player who showed promise defending the run of play on a team that, at 
least historically, has not handled that component of the game very well. 

The team also bet that the cost of replacing Holl on the market would be 
significant. Putting aside commentary on Holl’s game for a minute, the 
bet on replacement costs was accurate – free agency was a madhouse 
for second- and third-pairing defender overpays. 

There is another interesting wrinkle from the fallout of this expansion 
draft, and that’s the forward the Kraken did not take, Alex Kerfoot. 

Kerfoot has been a strong middle-six option for the Maple Leafs since 
being acquired in 2019-20, but his offensive production has lacked. Head 
coach Sheldon Keefe had struggled with finding opportunity to unlock the 
offensive game we saw in the early parts of Kerfoot’s Colorado career. 

Until this season. With players like Zach Hyman gone, the Maple Leafs 
started searching internally for replacement options at wing. Kerfoot has 
been a logical choice. This season, Keefe has moved Kerfoot – who has 
experience at centre – to a full-time position on the wing of Tavares, 
joined by William Nylander. 

That’s a far cry from what Kerfoot has been accustomed to in Toronto. 
Consider the differential in teammate quality from his first two years to 
this season. 

The first two seasons in Toronto saw Kerfoot playing to a break-even 
goal differential with a smattering of middle-six options. The coaching 
staff experimented with Kerfoot playing alongside Tavares and Nylander 
in spots, but Kerfoot would see just as much time playing with the likes of 
Ilya Mikheyev and Pierre Engvall. 

Kerfoot’s deployment has been much more predictable over the first two 
months of this season. He’s entrenched on a line with Tavares and 
Nylander, and just as notably, is seeing a marked increase in the quality 
of defenders behind him – Jake Muzzin, Morgan Rielly, and T.J. Brodie 
have back-stopped hundreds of Kerfoot minutes already this season, a 
shift from years past where Holl was Kerfoot’s most common defender. 

On both ends of the ice, Kerfoot’s net production has improved. Some of 
this is the fact the Maple Leafs are shooting at a blistering rate with 
Kerfoot on the ice (12.5 per cent), so it’s been a bit easy to rack up 
assists over the first two months. Rate goal scoring has exploded in a 
way that will come back to Earth (+94 per cent year over year) but 
expected rate goal scoring, a reliable indicator that cools shooting 
percentage volatility, is also up (+25 per cent year over year). 

One other thought on that rapid surge in shooting percentage. Not all of it 
is noise. While we would expect Kerfoot’s line to cool off a bit, consider 
what the offensive shot profile looks like with the Maple Leafs on the ice, 
and compare it against what the Kerfoot line was generating in years 
past. 

This season, a healthy amount of shooting volume is coming from the 
most dangerous areas of the ice, inside the home plate area. That’s one 
way to keep converting on a larger percentage of your chances (via 
HockeyViz): 

Kerfoot has always been a good player, but it seems Keefe and his 
coaching staff have found something with him playing alongside Tavares 
and Nylander full-time. The forward logjam Toronto has right now will 
ensure healthy competition going forward at the position, but right now, 
it’s hard to see why the Maple Leafs would consider peeling Kerfoot 
away from this line. 

They have been dominant and are a key reason why Toronto is so well 
situated in the Eastern Conference. 
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